12th Grade Distance Learning: Week of April 27th
Your assignments for this week are listed here. If an assignment is spread out over more than one day, be sure to submit the assignment to your teacher by the end of the last day.

Monday, 4/27
Literature

Read “My Dungeon Shook” and
answer the questions that follow.
Email your answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Government
African
American
Studies

Tuesday, 4/28
Read “In Search of Our Mothers’
Gardens” and answer the questions
that follow. Email your answers to Mr.
Nugent at gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Wednesday, 4/29
Read “Straw Into Gold” and answer
the questions that follow. Email your
answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Thursday, 4/30
Read “Life for My Child is Simple”
and “Primer for Blacks” and answer
the questions that follow. Email your
answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Read Chapter 1 and send your answers to the Chapter 1 Review Questions to
Mr. Barnett at rbarnett@pfpcs.org.

Read Chapter 2 and send your answers to the Chapter 2 Review Questions to
Mr. Barnett at rbarnett@pfpcs.org.

Read “Why I Teach Black Literature”
(in the packet) and watch this
Youtube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n
EfhA4Y-dzk. Write a two-paragraph
reflection on these two texts, citing
examples from both, discussing the
impact that African American
literature can have on students.

Read the prologue of Invisible Man and email Bro. Elijah a one-paragraph
response to the question: How does the narrator, Ralph Ellison, feel about his
invisibility”? Be sure to cite direct quotes.

Read the transcript of “The Danger of
a Single Story,” in the packet (you
can also watch it here:
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamand
a_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_si
ngle_story?language=en).
Answer the questions that follow and
send your answers to Bro. Elijah at
eandrews@pfpcs.org.

Please note that beginning next week (5/4), assignments will be posted and due on Google Classroom.
Credit Recovery is due by May 15th! Email your completed Credit Recovery to Ms. O’Neal.

My Dungeon Shook

Letter to My Nephew on the One Hundredth Anniversary
of the Emancipation

James Baldwin

background In 1963, as the nation’s perspective on the race problem grew
more pessimistic, James Baldwin published his essay collection The Fire Next Time.
Expressing the pain and anger that African Americans had concealed for so long,
Baldwin addressed his provocative essays to a sympathetic white audience that had
failed to grasp the full magnitude of racial injustice. His searing attack fit the national
mood, and the collection soared up the bestseller lists. Its success made Baldwin an
icon of black rage and a widely televised commentator on racial issues throughout the
1960s. The following letter, taken from The Fire Next Time, captures the extremes of
Baldwin’s style: the righteous anger that made him famous and his fervent belief in
the redeeming power of love.

10

Dear James:
I have begun this letter five times and torn it up five times. I keep seeing your face,
which is also the face of your father and my brother. Like him, you are tough,
dark, vulnerable, moody—with a very definite tendency to sound truculent
because you want no one to think you are soft. You may be like your grandfather
in this, I don’t know, but certainly both you and your father resemble him very
much physically. Well, he is dead, he never saw you, and he had a terrible life;
he was defeated long before he died because, at the bottom of his heart, he really
believed what white people said about him. This is one of the reasons that he
became so holy.1 I am sure that your father has told you something about all that.
Neither you nor your father exhibit any tendency towards holiness: you really are

ANALYZE VISUALS
Describe the story that
this painting seems to
tell. Which elements help
the artist connect the two
figures in the foreground
with the main story of the
painting?

truculent (trOkPyE-lEnt)
adj. eager for a fight;
fierce

1. so holy: Baldwin’s stepfather was a minister who raised his children in a strict, conservative,
religious environment.
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Father, Charly Palmer. Mixed
media collage on wood.
18˝ × 12˝. © Charly Palmer.
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of another era, part of what happened when the Negro left the land and came into
what the late E. Franklin Frazier2 called “the cities of destruction.” You can only be
destroyed by believing that you really are what the white world calls a nigger. I tell
you this because I love you, and please don’t you ever forget it.
I have known both of you all your lives, have carried your Daddy in my arms
and on my shoulders, kissed and spanked him and watched him learn to walk. I
don’t know if you’ve known anybody from that far back; if you’ve loved anybody
that long, first as an infant, then as a child, then as a man, you gain a strange
perspective on time and human pain and effort. Other people cannot see what
I see whenever I look into your father’s face, for behind your father’s face as it is
today are all those other faces which were his. Let him laugh and I see a cellar your
father does not remember and a house he does not remember and I hear in his
present laughter his laughter as a child. Let him curse and I remember him falling
down the cellar steps, and howling, and I remember, with pain, his tears, which
my hand or your grandmother’s so easily wiped away. But no one’s hand can wipe
away those tears he sheds invisibly today, which one hears in his laughter and in
his speech and in his songs. I know what the world has done to my brother and
how narrowly he has survived it. And I know, which is much worse, and this is
the crime of which I accuse my country and my countrymen, and for which
neither I nor time nor history will ever forgive them, that they have destroyed
and are destroying hundreds of thousands of lives and do not know it and do
not want to know it. One can be, indeed one must strive to become, tough and
philosophical concerning destruction and death, for this is what most of mankind
has been best at since we have heard of man. (But remember: most of mankind
is not all of mankind.) But it is not permissible that the authors of devastation
should also be innocent. It is the innocence which constitutes the crime. a
Now, my dear namesake, these innocent and well-meaning people, your
countrymen, have caused you to be born under conditions not very far removed
from those described for us by Charles Dickens3 in the London of more than a
hundred years ago. (I hear the chorus of the innocents screaming, “No! This is
not true! How bitter you are!”—but I am writing this letter to you, to try to tell
you something about how to handle them, for most of them do not yet really
know that you exist. I know the conditions under which you were born, for I was
there. Your countrymen were not there, and haven’t made it yet. Your grandmother
was also there, and no one has ever accused her of being bitter. I suggest that the
innocents check with her. She isn’t hard to find. Your countrymen don’t know that
she exists, either, though she has been working for them all their lives.)
Well, you were born, here you came, something like fifteen years ago; and
though your father and mother and grandmother, looking about the streets
through which they were carrying you, staring at the walls into which they
brought you, had every reason to be heavyhearted, yet they were not. For here
2. E. Franklin Frazier: African-American sociologist (1894–1962) who studied the structure of black
communities.
3. described . . . by Charles Dickens: Dickens (1812–1870) was a British novelist whose works frequently
described the hardships suffered by the poor in London.
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constitute (kJnPstG-tLtQ)
v. to amount to; equal
a RHETORICAL DEVICES

Consider the paradox in
lines 36–37. What point is
Baldwin making?
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you were, Big James, named for me—you were a big baby, I was not—here you
were: to be loved. To be loved, baby, hard, at once, and forever, to strengthen you
against the loveless world. Remember that: I know how black it looks today, for
you. It looked bad that day, too, yes, we were trembling. We have not stopped
trembling yet, but if we had not loved each other none of us would have survived.
And now you must survive because we love you, and for the sake of your children
and your children’s children. b
This innocent country set you down in a ghetto in which, in fact, it intended
that you should perish. Let me spell out precisely what I mean by that, for the
heart of the matter is here, and the root of my dispute with my country. You were
born where you were born and faced the future that you faced because you were
black and for no other reason. The limits of your ambition were, thus, expected
to be set forever. You were born into a society which spelled out with brutal
clarity, and in as many ways as possible, that you were a worthless human being.
You were not expected to aspire to excellence: you were expected to make peace
with mediocrity.Wherever you have turned, James, in your short time on this
earth, you have been told where you could go and what you could do (and how
you could do it) and where you could live and whom you could marry. I know
your countrymen do not agree with me about this, and I hear them saying, “You
exaggerate.” They do not know Harlem, and I do. So do you. Take no one’s word
for anything, including mine—but trust your experience. c
Know whence you came. If you know whence you came, there is really no limit
to where you can go. The details and symbols of your life have been deliberately
constructed to make you believe what white people say about you. Please try to
remember that what they believe, as well as what they do and cause you to endure,
does not testify to your inferiority but to their inhumanity and fear. Please try
to be clear, dear James, through the storm which rages about your youthful head
today, about the reality which lies behind the words acceptance and integration.
There is no reason for you to try to become like white people and there is no basis
whatever for their impertinent assumption that they must accept you. The really
terrible thing, old buddy, is that you must accept them. And I mean that very
seriously. You must accept them and accept them with love. For these innocent
people have no other hope. They are, in effect, still trapped in a history which
they do not understand; and until they understand it, they cannot be released
from it. They have had to believe for many years, and for innumerable reasons,
that black men are inferior to white men. Many of them, indeed, know better,
but, as you will discover, people find it very difficult to act on what they know.
To act is to be committed, and to be committed is to be in danger. In this case,
the danger, in the minds of most white Americans, is the loss of their identity.
Try to imagine how you would feel if you woke up one morning to find the sun
shining and all the stars aflame. You would be frightened because it is out of the
order of nature. Any upheaval in the universe is terrifying because it so profoundly
attacks one’s sense of one’s own reality. Well, the black man has functioned in the
white man’s world as a fixed star, as an immovable pillar: and as he moves out of
his place, heaven and earth are shaken to their foundations. You, don’t be afraid.
I said that it was intended that you should perish in the ghetto, perish by never

b RHETORICAL DEVICES

Identify words and
phrases that are repeated
in lines 52–59. What does
this repetition contribute
to the paragraph’s
impact?

mediocrity
(mCQdC-JkP-rG-tC) n. lack of
quality or excellence

c

IDENTIFY IDEAS
Reread lines 60–73.
In your opinion, which
sentence best expresses
the basis for Baldwin’s
anger? Explain your
answer.

impertinent
(Gm-pûrPtn-Ent) adj. rude;
ill-mannered

my dungeon shook
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being allowed to go behind the white man’s definitions, by never being allowed to
spell your proper name. You have, and many of us have, defeated this intention;
and, by a terrible law, a terrible paradox, those innocents who believed that your
imprisonment made them safe are losing their grasp of reality. But these men are
your brothers —your lost, younger brothers. And if the word integration means
anything, this is what it means: that we, with love, shall force our brothers to
see themselves as they are, to cease fleeing from reality and begin to change it.
For this is your home, my friend, do not be driven from it; great men have done
great things here, and will again, and we can make America what America must
become. It will be hard, James, but you come from sturdy, peasant stock, men
who picked cotton and dammed rivers and built railroads, and, in the teeth of 4
the most terrifying odds, achieved an unassailable and monumental dignity. You
come from a long line of great poets, some of the greatest poets since Homer. One
of them said, The very time I thought I was lost, My dungeon shook and my chains
fell off. 5 d
You know, and I know, that the country is celebrating one hundred years of
freedom one hundred years too soon. We cannot be free until they are free. God
bless you, James, and Godspeed.
Your uncle,
James
4. in the teeth of: in spite of.
5. The very time . . . fell off: a quotation from the traditional spiritual “My Dungeon Shook.” It alludes to the
Biblical story of Paul and Silas (Acts 16), who were freed from an unjust imprisonment by the action of an
earthquake.
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unassailable
(OnQE-sAPlE-bEl) adj.
undeniable
d IDENTIFY IDEAS

Reread Baldwin’s
definition of integration
in lines 103–105. In what
ways does his explanation
differ from the usual
meaning of this word?

After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In Baldwin’s view, why was the boy’s grandfather defeated?
2. Recall What does Baldwin say acceptance means?
3. Clarify What crime does Baldwin accuse his country of committing?

Literary Analysis
4. Identify Ideas Review the five sentences that you selected and your
interpretations of them. Which one best expresses the message of this
letter? Explain your answer.
5. Examine Rhetorical Devices Baldwin sums up the themes of his letter with
two concluding paradoxes. Reread lines 114–115. What insight about the
problem of race in America do these two statements convey?
6. Analyze Audience Baldwin addressed this open letter to his 15-year-old
nephew but published it in his book The Fire Next Time. In each of the
following passages, identify details that seem directed to the nephew and
those directed to a wider audience. Based on your analysis, who do you think
is the primary audience of this work? Support your answer with details.
• Baldwin’s memories of his brother (lines 20–33)
• criticisms of his readers (lines 38–44)
• his advice to his nephew (lines 78–84)
• his description of whites’ fears (lines 90–97)
7. Compare Style Baldwin shared many of Martin Luther King’s values, goals,
and religious influences. What is similar and different about the authors’
styles? In your answer, consider each author’s tone as well as his use of logical
arguments, allusions, and rhetorical devices.
8. Make Judgments Consider Baldwin’s solution to the problem of racism. In
your opinion, does Baldwin’s letter contain useful advice for protecting his
nephew’s self-worth? Explain your opinions.
9. Evaluate Impact Reread the background information on page 1194. In your
opinion, why did Baldwin’s criticisms hit home for so many? In your answer,
consider the author’s style, themes, and the historical context of his work.

Literary Criticism
10. Critical Interpretations In Soul on Ice (1968), black activist Eldridge Cleaver
criticized James Baldwin for his “grueling, agonizing, total hatred of the
blacks, particularly of himself” and his “shameful, fanatical, fawning,
sycophantic love of the whites.” Do you see any evidence to support these
accusations? Explain your answer, citing details from Baldwin’s letter.

my dungeon shook
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Inof Search
Our
Mothers’
Gardens
Alice Walker

background Alice Walker wrote this essay in 1974, after decades of civil rights
activism had broken down many barriers for African Americans. At the same time, the
women’s movement had begun to raise awareness of the social constraints imposed
on women’s lives. Women of Walker’s generation were poised to claim personal and
social freedoms that earlier generations of women could never have dreamed of. As
these women looked back into history to find role models for their own lives, they
began to appreciate the extraordinary sacrifices these earlier generations had made.
In this essay, Walker examines her mother’s life to uncover a hidden legacy of resilience,
strength, and overlooked talent passed on to the women of her own time.

10

In the late 1920s my mother ran away from home to marry my father. Marriage,
if not running away, was expected of seventeen-year-old girls. By the time she was
twenty, she had two children and was pregnant with a third. Five children later,
I was born. And this is how I came to know my mother: she seemed a large, soft,
loving-eyed woman who was rarely impatient in our home. Her quick, violent
temper was on view only a few times a year, when she battled with the white
landlord who had the misfortune to suggest to her that her children did not need
to go to school.
She made all the clothes we wore, even my brothers’ overalls. She made all the
towels and sheets we used. She spent the summers canning vegetables and fruits.
She spent the winter evenings making quilts enough to cover all our beds. a
During the “working” day, she labored beside—not behind—my father in the
fields. Her day began before sunup, and did not end until late at night. There
was never a moment for her to sit down, undisturbed, to unravel her own private
thoughts; never a time free from interruption—by work or the noisy inquiries of
her many children. And yet, it is to my mother—and all our mothers who were
not famous—that I went in search of the secret of what has fed that muzzled and
often mutilated,1 but vibrant, creative spirit that the black woman has inherited,
and that pops out in wild and unlikely places to this day.
1. mutilated (myLtPl-A’tGd): irreparably damaged.
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ANALYZE VISUALS
Describe the style of this
painting. In what ways
does the artist’s use of
color, line, and texture
contrast with the activity
depicted?

a CULTURAL CONTEXT

What details in lines
1–11 convey the social
conditions of AfricanAmerican women in the
early 20th century?

Washerwoman, James Amos Porter. Oil
on canvas, 18˝ × 13˝. Private collection.
Reproduction rights given by the Dorothy
Porter Wesley Research Center, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
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But when, you will ask, did my overworked mother have time to know or care
about feeding the creative spirit?
The answer is so simple that many of us have spent years discovering it. We
have constantly looked high, when we should have looked high—and low.
For example: in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., there hangs
a quilt unlike any other in the world. In fanciful, inspired, and yet simple and
identifiable figures, it portrays the story of the Crucifixion.2 It is considered rare,
beyond price. Though it follows no known pattern of quilt-making, and though it
is made of bits and pieces of worthless rags, it is obviously the work of a person of
powerful imagination and deep spiritual feeling. Below this quilt I saw a note that
says it was made by “an anonymous Black woman in Alabama, a hundred years ago.”
If we could locate this “anonymous” black woman from Alabama, she would
turn out to be one of our grandmothers—an artist who left her mark in the only
materials she could afford, and in the only medium her position in society allowed
her to use. b
As Virginia Woolf 3 wrote further, in A Room of One’s Own:
Yet genius of a sort must have existed among women as it must have existed
among the working class. [Change this to “slaves” and “the wives and daughters of
sharecroppers.”] Now and again an Emily Brontë or a Robert Burns [change this
to “a Zora Hurston or a Richard Wright” 4] blazes out and proves its presence. But
certainly it never got itself on to paper. When, however, one reads of a witch being
ducked, of a woman possessed by devils [or “Sainthood” 5], of a wise woman selling
herbs [our root workers], or even a very remarkable man who had a mother, then
I think we are on the track of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet, of some mute and
inglorious Jane Austen6. . . . Indeed, I would venture to guess that Anon, who wrote
so many poems without signing them, was often a woman. . . . c

40

50

And so our mothers and grandmothers have, more often than not anonymously,
handed on the creative spark, the seed of the flower they themselves never hoped
to see: or like a sealed letter they could not plainly read.
And so it is, certainly, with my own mother. Unlike “Ma” Rainey’s songs,
which retained their creator’s name even while blasting forth from Bessie Smith’s7
mouth, no song or poem will bear my mother’s name. Yet so many of the stories
that I write, that we all write, are my mother’s stories. Only recently did I fully
2. Crucifixion: the death of Jesus Christ, who was nailed to a cross.
3. Virginia Woolf: English novelist, critic, and pioneering feminist (1882–1941). Her works frequently explore
the inner lives of women living under severe social constraints.
4. Emily Brontë . . . Richard Wright: Brontë (1818–1848) was an English novelist and poet, and Burns (1759–
1796) was a Scottish poet. Hurston (1891–1960) and Wright (1908–1960) were African-American writers.
5. “Sainthood”: a reference to certain black women in the South called Saints. They were intensely spiritual
women who were driven to madness by their unfulfilled creativity.
6. Jane Austen: British novelist (1775–1817), best known for Pride and Prejudice.
7. “Ma” Rainey’s . . . Bessie Smith’s: Ma Rainey was the nickname of Gertrude Malissa Nix Pridgett Rainey
(1886–1939), a blues singer considered to be the mother of the blues. Bessie Smith (1894–1937), another
blues singer, was mentored by Ma Rainey.
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b AUTHOR’S MESSAGE

Reread Walker’s
description of the quilt
in lines 24–34. Which
sentence best states the
message behind Walker’s
observations?

c

CULTURAL CONTEXT
Reread lines 36–45.
Consulting the footnotes
as needed, explain
how Walker adapts the
Virginia Woolf quotation
to her own cultural
context. Why might
Walker have chosen to
quote this particular
author?
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realize this: that through years of listening to my mother’s stories of her life, I
have absorbed not only the stories themselves, but something of the manner in
which she spoke, something of the urgency that involves the knowledge that her
stories—like her life—must be recorded. It is probably for this reason that so
much of what I have written is about characters whose counterparts in real life are
so much older than I am.
But the telling of these stories, which came from my mother’s lips as naturally
as breathing, was not the only way my mother showed herself as an artist. For
stories, too, were subject to being distracted, to dying without conclusion.
Dinners must be started, and cotton must be gathered before the big rains. The
artist that was and is my mother showed itself to me only after many years. This
is what I finally noticed:
Like Mem, a character in The Third Life of Grange Copeland,8 my mother
adorned with flowers whatever shabby house we were forced to live in. And not
just your typical straggly country stand of zinnias, either. She planted ambitious
gardens—and still does—with over fifty different varieties of plants that bloom
profusely from early March until late November. Before she left home for the
fields, she watered her flowers, chopped up the grass, and laid out new beds.
When she returned from the fields she might divide clumps of bulbs, dig a cold
pit,9 uproot and replant roses, or prune branches from her taller bushes or trees—
until night came and it was too dark to see.
Whatever she planted grew as if by magic, and her fame as a grower of flowers
spread over three counties. Because of her creativity with her flowers, even my
memories of poverty are seen through a screen of blooms—sunflowers, petunias,
roses, dahlias, forsythia, spirea, delphiniums, verbena . . . and on and on.
And I remember people coming to my mother’s yard to be given cuttings
from her flowers; I hear again the praise showered on her because whatever rocky
soil she landed on, she turned into a garden. A garden so brilliant with colors,
so original in its design, so magnificent with life and creativity, that to this day
people drive by our house in Georgia—perfect strangers and imperfect strangers—
and ask to stand or walk among my mother’s art.
I notice that it is only when my mother is working in her flowers that she is
radiant, almost to the point of being invisible—except as Creator: hand and eye.
She is involved in work her soul must have. Ordering the universe in the image
of her personal conception of Beauty.
Her face, as she prepares the Art that is her gift, is a legacy of respect she leaves
to me, for all that illuminates and cherishes life. She has handed down respect for
the possibilities—and the will to grasp them.
For her, so hindered and intruded upon in so many ways, being an artist has
still been a daily part of her life. This ability to hold on, even in very simple ways,
is work black women have done for a very long time. d

d AUTHOR’S MESSAGE

Reread lines 88–93. What
lessons does Walker take
from her mother’s life?

8. The Third Life of Grange Copeland: Alice Walker’s first novel, published in 1970.
9. cold pit: shallow pit, usually covered with glass, used for rooting or sheltering young plants from
temperature variations in the spring.

in search of our mothers’ gardens
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This poem is not enough, but it is something, for the woman who literally
covered the holes in our walls with sunflowers:
They were women then
My mama’s generation
Husky of voice—Stout of
Step
With fists as well as
Hands
How they battered down
Doors
And ironed
Starched white
Shirts
How they led
Armies
Headragged Generals
Across mined
Fields
Booby-trapped
Kitchens
To discover books
Desks
A place for us
How they knew what we
Must know
Without knowing a page
Of it
Themselves. e
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Guided by my heritage of a love of beauty and a respect for strength—in search
of my mother’s garden, I found my own.
And perhaps in Africa over two hundred years ago, there was just such a
mother; perhaps she painted vivid and daring decorations in oranges and yellows
and greens on the walls of her hut; perhaps she sang—in a voice like Roberta
Flack’s10—sweetly over the compounds of her village; perhaps she wove the most
stunning mats or told the most ingenious stories of all the village storytellers.
Perhaps she was herself a poet—though only her daughter’s name is signed to the
poems that we know.
Perhaps Phillis Wheatley’s mother was also an artist.
Perhaps in more than Phillis Wheatley’s11 biological life is her mother’s
signature made clear. !
10. Roberta Flack’s: Flack is a popular African-American singer-songwriter.
11. Phillis Wheatley’s: American poet Phillis Wheatley (1753?–1783), was born in Africa and brought to
America in slavery. She is often referred to as the first African-American poet.
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e

AUTHOR’S MESSAGE
Reread the poem in lines
96–121. Identify images
Walker uses to describe
these women. What
qualities are emphasized
by these images?

After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall On what occasions did Walker’s mother lose her temper?
2. Summarize What did Walker’s mother do in a typical day?
3. Recall According to Walker, what change occurred in her mother as she
worked in her garden?

Literary Analysis
4. Make Inferences Recall that a paradox is a statement that may appear
contradictory but in fact communicates an important truth. Identify the
paradox in Walker’s poem in lines 117–121. What point is Walker making?
5. Analyze Author’s Message Reread the conclusion of Walker’s essay in lines
124–133. Explain what Walker means by her reference to Phillis Wheatley’s
mother. In what way does this passage express the message of Walker’s
essay?
6. Examine Cultural Context Consider the conditions that constrained Walker’s
mother’s life. Within this context, what is so remarkable about what she
achieved? Support your answer with details.
7. Make Generalizations Consider Walker’s descriptions of the following works
of art by African-American women. What does each of these examples tell
you about this artistic tradition?
• the description of the quilt (lines 24–34)
• Walker’s comments on her mother’s stories (lines 49–56)
• the garden Walker’s mother plants (lines 65–77)
8. Draw Conclusions Think back to your discussion about the creative outlets
people use to express their artistic impulses. Consider the creative outlets
described in question 7. In your opinion, what inspires these women to make
art despite the obstacles they face?

Literary Criticism
9. Critical Interpretations “Walker’s optimism,” writes critic Donna Haisty
Winchell, “is ultimately born of her belief that something of the divine exists
in every human and nonhuman participant in the universe. The inhabitants
of her fictional world search . . . for that divine spark that makes them
uniquely who they are.” In what ways might this quote also apply to the
women in this nonfiction essay? Cite evidence from the text to support
your conclusions.

in search of our mothers’ gardens
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Straw into Gold:
The Metamorphosis of the Everyday
Sandra Cisneros

background Cisneros originally delivered the text of “Straw into Gold” as a speech.

The essay still retains some characteristics of an oral work—for example, the voice
has a distinctly conversational character. The phrase “Straw into Gold” refers to the
challenge faced by the heroine in “Rumplestiltskin.” In this fairy tale, as you may recall,
a miller’s daughter will be put to death unless she can do the seemingly impossible—
namely, spin gold out of mere straw. The word metamorphosis in the subtitle means
“transformation.”

10

When I was living in an artists’ colony in the south of France, some fellow LatinAmericans who taught at the university in Aix-en-Provence1 invited me to share
a homecooked meal with them. I had been living abroad almost a year then on
an NEA2 grant, subsisting mainly on French bread and lentils so that my money
could last longer. So when the invitation to dinner arrived, I accepted without
hesitation. Especially since they had promised Mexican food.
What I didn’t realize when they made this invitation was that I was supposed
to be involved in preparing the meal. I guess they assumed I knew how to cook
Mexican food because I am Mexican. They wanted specifically tortillas, though
I’d never made a tortilla in my life. a

ANALYZE VISUALS
What does the image
on page 1225 suggest
about women’s roles
in traditional Mexican
culture? Read the essay,
then revisit your answer,
citing details from
the text.

a VOICE

Reread lines 1–10.
What stylistic elements
allow Cisneros’s informal,
conversational voice to
emerge? Cite specific
examples.

1. Aix-en-Provence (AkQsäN-prI-väNsP): French city about ten miles north of the Mediterranean Sea.
2. NEA: the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency that funds artistic projects of organizations
and individuals.
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Making Tortillas (1926), Diego
Rivera. University of California, San
Francisco. © Bridgeman Art Library.
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It’s true I had witnessed my mother rolling the little armies of dough into
perfect circles, but my mother’s family is from Guanajuato;3 they are provincianos,
country folk. They only know how to make flour tortillas. My father’s family, on
the other hand, is chilango4 from Mexico City. We ate corn tortillas but we didn’t
make them. Someone was sent to the corner tortilleria to buy some. I’d never seen
anybody make corn tortillas. Ever.
Somehow my Latino hosts had gotten a hold of a packet of corn flour, and this
is what they tossed my way with orders to produce tortillas. Así como sea. Any ol’
way, they said and went back to their cooking.
Why did I feel like the woman in the fairy tale who was locked in a room and
ordered to spin straw into gold? I had the same sick feeling when I was required to
write my critical essay for the MFA5 exam—the only piece of noncreative writing
necessary in order to get my graduate degree. How was I to start? There were rules
involved here, unlike writing a poem or story, which I did intuitively. There was a
step by step process needed and I had better know it. I felt as if making tortillas—
or writing a critical paper, for that matter—were tasks so impossible I wanted to
break down into tears.
Somehow though, I managed to make tortillas—crooked and burnt, but
edible nonetheless. My hosts were absolutely ignorant when it came to Mexican
food; they thought my tortillas were delicious. (I’m glad my mama wasn’t there.)
Thinking back and looking at an old photograph documenting the three of us
consuming those lopsided circles I am amazed. Just as I am amazed I could finish
my MFA exam. I’ve managed to do a lot of things in my life I didn’t think I was
capable of and which many others didn’t think I was capable of either. Especially
because I am a woman, a Latina, an only daughter in a family of six men. My
father would’ve liked to have seen me married long ago. In our culture men and
women don’t leave their father’s house except by way of marriage. I crossed my
father’s threshold with nothing carrying me but my own two feet. A woman
whom no one came for and no one chased away. b
To make matters worse, I left before any of my six brothers had ventured away
from home. I broke a terrible taboo. Somehow, looking back at photos of myself
as a child, I wonder if I was aware of having begun already my own quiet war.
I like to think that somehow my family, my Mexicanness, my poverty, all had
something to do with shaping me into a writer. I like to think my parents were
preparing me all along for my life as an artist even though they didn’t know it.
From my father I inherited a love of wandering. He was born in Mexico City but
as a young man he traveled into the U.S. vagabonding. He eventually was drafted
and thus became a citizen. Some of the stories he has told about his first months
in the U.S. with little or no English surface in my stories in The House on Mango
Street 6 as well as others I have in mind to write in the future. From him I inherited

3. Guanajuato (gwäQnä-hwäQtI): state in central Mexico.
4. chilango (chC-längQgI) Mexican slang: native to Mexico City.
5. MFA: Master of Fine Arts, an academic degree.
6. The House on Mango Street: Cisneros’s first book of fiction, published in 1983.
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b ANALYZE STRUCTURE

What does Cisneros’s
completion of her MFA
exam have in common
with the experience
recounted in the tortilla
anecdote? Explain how
these experiences make
Cisneros feel like “the
woman in the fairy
tale” she alludes to in
lines 20–21.
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a sappy heart. (He still cries when he watches Mexican soaps—especially if they
deal with children who have forsaken their parents.)
My mother was born like me—in Chicago but of Mexican descent. It would be
her tough streetwise voice that would haunt all my stories and poems. An amazing
woman who loves to draw and read books and can sing an opera. A smart cookie. c
When I was a little girl we traveled to Mexico City so much I thought my
grandparents’ house on La Fortuna, number 12, was home. It was the only
constant in our nomadic ramblings from one Chicago flat to another. The house
on Destiny Street, number 12, in the colonia Tepeyac would be perhaps the only
home I knew, and that nostalgia for a home would be a theme that would
obsess me.
My brothers also figured greatly in my art. Especially the older two; I grew
up in their shadows. Henry, the second oldest and my favorite, appears often in
poems I have written and in stories which at times only borrow his nickname,
Kiki. He played a major role in my childhood. We were bunk-bed mates. We were
co-conspirators. We were pals. Until my oldest brother came back from studying
in Mexico and left me odd woman out for always.
What would my teachers say if they knew I was a writer now? Who would’ve
guessed it? I wasn’t a very bright student. I didn’t much like school because we
moved so much and I was always new and funny looking. In my fifth-grade report
card I have nothing but an avalanche of C’s and D’s, but I don’t remember being
that stupid. I was good at art and I read plenty of library books and Kiki laughed
at all my jokes. At home I was fine, but at school I never opened my mouth except
when the teacher called on me.
When I think of how I see myself it would have to be at age eleven. I know I’m
thirty-two on the outside, but inside I’m eleven. I’m the girl in the picture with
skinny arms and a crumpled skirt and crooked hair. I didn’t like school because
all they saw was the outside me. School was lots of rules and sitting with your
hands folded and being very afraid all the time. I liked looking out the window
and thinking. I liked staring at the girl across the way writing her name over and
over again in red ink. I wondered why the boy with the dirty collar in front of me
didn’t have a mama who took better care of him.
I think my mama and papa did the best they could to keep us warm and clean
and never hungry. We had birthday and graduation parties and things like that,
but there was another hunger that had to be fed. There was a hunger I didn’t even
have a name for. Was this when I began writing? d
In 1966 we moved into a house, a real one, our first real home. This meant we
didn’t have to change schools and be the new kids on the block every couple of
years. We could make friends and not be afraid we’d have to say goodbye to them
and start all over. My brothers and the flock of boys they brought home would
become important characters eventually for my stories—Louie and his cousins,
Meme Ortiz and his dog with two names, one in English and one in Spanish.
My mother flourished in her own home. She took books out of the library
and taught herself to garden—to grow flowers so envied we had to put a lock

c

VOICE
Reread Cisneros’s
description of her parents
in lines 43–55. Identify
the informal words, as well
as the short sentences and
fragments, that establish
Cisneros’s voice here.

d ANALYZE STRUCTURE

Identify the six
recollections Cisneros
presents in lines 43–86.
What do they have in
common? Explain why
Cisneros might have
chosen to include these
particular memories.

straw into gold
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on the gate to keep out the midnight flower thieves. My mother has never quit
gardening.
This was the period in my life, that slippery age when you are both child and
woman and neither, I was to record in The House on Mango Street. I was still shy.
I was a girl who couldn’t come out of her shell.
How was I to know I would be recording and documenting the women who sat
their sadness on an elbow and stared out a window? It would be the city streets of
Chicago I would later record, as seen through a child’s eyes.
I’ve done all kinds of things I didn’t think I could do since then. I’ve gone to a
prestigious university, studied with famous writers, and taken an MFA degree. I’ve
taught poetry in schools in Illinois and Texas. I’ve gotten an NEA grant and run
away with it as far as my courage would take me. I’ve seen the bleached and bitter
mountains of the Peloponnesus.7 I’ve lived on an island. I’ve been to Venice twice.
I’ve lived in Yugoslavia. I’ve been to the famous Nice8 flower market behind the
opera house. I’ve lived in a village in the pre-Alps and witnessed the daily parade
of promenaders. e
I’ve moved since Europe to the strange and wonderful country of Texas, land of
polaroid-blue skies and big bugs. I met a mayor with my last name. I met famous
Chicana and Chicano artists and writers and políticos.9 f
Texas is another chapter in my life. It brought with it the Dobie-Paisano
Fellowship,10 a six-month residency on a 265-acre ranch. But most important,
Texas brought Mexico back to me.
In the days when I would sit at my favorite people-watching spot, the snakey
Woolworth’s counter across the street from the Alamo11 (the Woolworth’s which
has since been torn down to make way for progress), I couldn’t think of anything
else I’d rather be than a writer. I’ve traveled and lectured from Cape Cod to
San Francisco, to Spain, Yugoslavia, Greece, Mexico, France, Italy, and now
today to Texas. Along the way there has been straw for the taking. With a little
imagination, it can be spun into gold. !

7. Peloponnesus (pDlQE-pE-nCP-sEs): peninsula forming the southern part of mainland Greece.
8. Nice (nCs): port city in southern France.
9. políticos (pI-lCQtC-kIs) Spanish: politicians.
10. Dobie-Paisano (dIPbC pF-zäPnI) Fellowship: a prestigious award offered to authors who are from or write
about Texas. It includes cash as well as the use of living quarters.
11. Alamo: a mission chapel in San Antonio, Texas, site of a famous battle in Texas’s war of independence
from Mexico.
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e

ANALYZE STRUCTURE
Reread lines 103–110.
How does this list of
accomplishments relate
back to Cisneros’s opening
anecdote?

f

VOICE
Cisneros’s use of the word
políticos in line 113 is one
example of her technique
of incorporating Spanish
words and phrases in her
writing. Find two other
examples of this technique
in the selection. What is
her purpose for including
these words?

After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall What misunderstanding does Cisneros recount at the beginning
of the essay?
2. Recall What traits do Cisneros and her father have in common?
3. Summarize As a child, how did Cisneros feel at school?

Literary Analysis
4. Make Inferences What childhood events and circumstances inspired Cisneros
to become a writer? Cite evidence from the selection to support your inferences.
5. Interpret Allusion An allusion is an indirect reference to a person, a place,
an event, or a literary work with which the writer believes the reader will be
familiar. Reread lines 120–123 and consider the essay’s title. By incorporating
allusions to the fairy tale “Rumplestiltskin,” what point is Cisneros making
about ordinary experiences? What is she saying about the imagination?
6. Draw Conclusions From statements Cisneros makes in this essay, what can
you conclude about her feelings regarding
• traditional female roles in Latino culture (lines 33–42)?
• home ownership (lines 56–61 and 87–90)?
• racial or ethnic stereotypes (lines 7–16)?
7. Analyze Structure Review the chart you created. What idea does Cisneros
return to throughout the essay? What is the function of this recurring idea in
developing her message? Support your answer with evidence from the text.
8. Compare Voice In a chart, record examples of the stylistic elements that
create Cisneros’s unique voice. Then choose another prose selection from this
unit, and analyze the voice of its author as well. Use your completed chart to
explain how Cisneros’s voice differs from that of the other writer’s.
Sentence Type/Length

Word Choice

Tone

Cisneros
Other Writer

Literary Criticism
9. Critical Interpretations Cisneros’s candid recollections prompted one critic to
say, “The memories that Cisneros offers . . . sometimes wrinkle the nose and
scorch the palate.” He went on to praise her talent for “evoking the sensations
of the past in their full complexity.” Why do you think Cisneros shares her
insecurities and painful experiences as well as her triumphs? How might
failing to do this have altered the essay’s message? Explain, citing evidence.
straw into gold
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Life for My Child Is Simple
gwendolyn brooks

5

10

15

Life for my child is simple, and is good.
He knows his wish. Yes, but that is not all.
Because I know mine too.
And we both want joy of undeep and unabiding1 things,
Like kicking over a chair or throwing blocks out of a window
Or tipping over an ice box pan2
Or snatching down curtains or fingering an electric outlet
Or a journey or a friend or an illegal kiss.
No. There is more to it than that. a
It is that he has never been afraid.
Rather, he reaches out and lo the chair falls with a beautiful crash,
And the blocks fall, down on the people’s heads,
And the water comes slooshing sloppily out across the floor.
And so forth.
Not that success, for him, is sure, infallible.3
But never has he been afraid to reach.
His lesions are legion.4
But reaching is his rule.
1. unabiding: not lasting; continually changing.
2. ice box pan: a pan for collecting melted ice in an old-fashioned refrigerator.
3. infallible: foolproof.
4. His lesions are legion: His injuries are many.
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a REPETITION

Reread lines 4–9
aloud. What happens
to the poem’s pace as
the repetition builds?
Describe the feeling
created by the rhythm
in these lines.

Primer
for
Blacks

gwendolyn brooks

5
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Blackness
is a title,
is a preoccupation,1
is a commitment Blacks
are to comprehend—
and in which you are
to perceive your Glory.
The conscious shout
of all that is white is
“It’s Great to be white.”
The conscious shout
of the slack2 in Black is
“It’s Great to be white.”
Thus all that is white
has white strength and yours.

Everyman, Brenda Joysmith. 345˝ × 58 1/4˝. © Brenda Joysmith. Courtesy of Joysmith Gallery.

b COMPARE AND

b

CONTRAST POEMS
So far, how does this
poem differ from “Life
for My Child Is Simple” in
both content and style?
Cite examples from both
poems to support your
answer.

The word Black
has geographic power,
pulls everybody in:
Blacks here—
Blacks there—
Blacks wherever they may be.
And remember, you Blacks, what they told you—
remember your Education:
“one Drop—one Drop3
maketh a brand new Black.”
Oh mighty Drop.
And because they have given us kindly
so many more of our people
1. preoccupation: something requiring full attention.
2. slack: lack of force.
3. “one Drop”: At times in U.S. history, a person with only “one drop” of African blood
has been considered black.

life for my child is simple / primer for blacks
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Blackness
stretches over the land.
Blackness—
the Black of it,
the rust-red of it,
the milk and cream of it,
the tan and yellow-tan of it,
the deep-brown middle-brown high-brown of it,
the “olive” and ochre4 of it—
Blackness
marches on. c
The huge, the pungent5 object of our prime out-ride
is to Comprehend,
to salute and to Love the fact that we are Black,
which is our “ultimate Reality,”6
which is the lone ground
from which our meaningful metamorphosis,
from which our prosperous staccato,7
group or individual, can rise.
Self-shriveled Blacks.
Begin with gaunt and marvelous concession:
YOU are our costume and our fundamental bone.
All of you—
you COLORED ones,
you NEGRO ones,
those of you who proudly cry
“I’m half INDian”—
those of you who proudly screech
“I’VE got the blood of George WASHington in MY veins”—
ALL of you—
you proper Blacks,
you half-Blacks,
you wish-I-weren’t Blacks,
Niggeroes and Niggerenes.
You.

4. ochre (IPkEr): brownish orange-yellow.
5. pungent (pOnPjEnt): sharp and intense, like a powerful odor.
6. the fact . . . “ultimate Reality”: a rewording of a quotation from black activist Ron
Karenga.
7. staccato (stE-käPtI): the playing of musical notes in a crisp, disconnected way.
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c

REPETITION
Reread lines 31–39.
What does Brooks’s use
of anaphora emphasize
about the many shades of
blackness she lists? What
point is she making here?

After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall In “Life for My Child Is Simple,” what things does the child enjoy doing?
2. Clarify How do the child’s feelings differ from his mother’s?
3. Clarify Reread lines 16–30 of “Primer for Blacks.” Why does “the word Black”
have “geographic power”?
4. Clarify What, according to Brooks, is the object of blacks’ “prime out-ride,”
or most important undertaking?

Literary Analysis
5. Interpret Reread lines 10 –18 of “Life for My Child Is Simple.” Why has the
speaker’s son never been afraid of striving for what he wants? Why, in
contrast, might the speaker have felt fearful?
6. Examine Author’s Purpose Determine Brooks’s intended audience for “Primer
for Blacks.” What do you think she wants her audience to feel? What action
does she want her audience to take? Cite specific lines from the poem to
support your answers.
7. Analyze Style Review “Primer for Blacks,” noting Brooks’s use of nonstandard
capitalization. Why do you think she does this? How does this unorthodox
capitalization affect the poem’s meaning and contribute to the voice of the
speaker?
8. Analyze Repetition Reconsider the annotated examples of repetition in
Brooks’s poems. Then find at least one other example in each work. Do your
examples qualify as anaphora? In each case, what is the impact of repetition
on the meaning?
9. Compare and Contrast Poems Using the chart you filled in as you read,
summarize the similarities and the differences you found in the two
poems. In your opinion, do the poems suggest similar or different ways of
approaching life? Explain, citing evidence.
10. Draw Conclusions About Theme In these poems, what overall messages does
Brooks communicate about
• fulfilling one’s potential?

• confidence and self-regard?

• black identity?

• beauty?

Literary Criticism
11. Author’s Style In the late 1960s, Brooks began experimenting with free verse,
believing she was no longer living in “a sonnet kind of time.” Why do you
think Brooks chose free verse for these two poems? In your opinion, is free
verse an appropriate poetic form for these works? Explain your opinions.

life for my child is simple / primer for blacks
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CHA PT E R 1

American Ashley Spencer proudly flies her flag
after winning a gold medal in the relay event at
the 2012 World Junior Championships in
Barcelona, Spain.

8

“The right of every American to first-class
citizenship is the most
important issue of our time.”
–Jackie Robinson, Baseball legend

S E E K I N G L I F E
A N D L I B E R T Y

YOUR VOICE,
YOUR
NATION

9

A citizen is an individual with
certain rights and duties under
a government who, by birth or
by choice, owes allegiance to
that government.

What
Makes Us
Americans?

The Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution of the United
States of America defines
citizenship as follows: “All
persons born or naturalized in
the United States, and subject
to the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens of the United States
and of the State wherein they reside.”

This flag-waving toddler was born in
the United States. That is one way to
be an American citizen. Many of us are
Americans for that simple reason.
But for people who want to
become American citizens, the
road to citizenship can be difficult.

Words to Know
! immigrate
(im-uh-grate)
To come into a new
country to live
permanently

! naturalize
(natch-uh-rul-eyez)
To grant a foreigner
citizenship in a country

A PLEDGE OF NEW ALLEGIANCE
America is a nation of immigrants. Even if you are an American Indian,
most of your ancestors came from Asia. Some were drawn by the promise of
a better life. Some were pushed from their homes because of war or religious
persecution. Some were dragged here in chains, against their will.
The Irish came to escape the potato blight. Jews from Eastern Europe came
to seek safety from violent attacks. The Chinese came to flee war and famine.
Italians and Latinos came to escape crushing poverty. All hoped to find job
opportunities. Instead, these new arrivals were often treated badly.
In spite of that, the newcomers have helped to shape our nation. They have
brought foods and customs that became all-American favorites—hot dogs,
pizza, bagels, music. They brought fresh ideas and new ways of doing
things. And they have helped to shape our nation into a remarkable
country unlike anyplace else on Earth. Today, America’s diversity is
its strength.
Fighting discrimination has been
a challenge for many immigrants.
What do you think is happening
in this 1871 political cartoon?

10

What is your
heritage? Explore
the traditions of
your family’s
homeland and keep
them alive.

YEARNING TO BREATHE FREE
Every year thousands of people try to immigrate to America. For victims of
persecution, America offers a safe haven, but every year many are turned away
because our immigration laws do not automatically admit everyone who applies.
The immigration process begins by getting a visa—limited-time permission to
come to America. You can then apply for a “green card,” which gives you the
ability to live and work here permanently. After several years, you can finally
apply for permanent U.S. citizenship.
There is a lot of disagreement over what to do
about undocumented residents. Many
immigrants who are undocumented entered the
country lawfully with valid visas, and ended up
overstaying their visas. Some argue that there
should be a path to citizenship. Others believe
that Congress must do more to stop people from
staying in the country illegally.

Room for
Debate
Some states now
issue driver’s licenses
to undocumented
immigrants. Do you
think that is a good
idea? Why or why
not?

How do you become a naturalized citizen? You must be at least
18 years old and a legal resident in the U.S. for at least three to
five years. Of course, you have to be able to read, speak, and write
in the English language. You will have to pass a naturalization test
that demonstrates your knowledge of American history and
principles. Who is the governor of Virginia? What were the thirteen
original states? Who was the president during World War I? Could
you answer those questions? You must be of good moral
TO BECOMING
character. Finally, you will swear loyalty to the United States by
A CITIZEN
taking the Oath of Allegiance at a naturalization ceremony.
Some of America’s most influential, creative people were
immigrants. Albert Einstein, the brilliant scientist, came
from Germany. Musician Wyclef Jean came from Haiti.
Thousands of scientists, artists, and civic leaders have
come from afar and made America a better place.

Six
Steps

This man is taking
the Oath of
Allegiance at a
naturalization
ceremony. He can
now get a U.S.
passport and, best
of all, vote.
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Tales of
an
American
Life

FIRST THEY SERVED
THEIR NEW COUNTRY
Did you know that you do not have to be a United
States citizen to serve in America’s armed forces?
In fact, in 2010 there were about 16,500 non-citizen
soldiers proudly serving their soon-to-be country.
Many non-citizen soldiers have been wounded and
have died for the United States.
For U.S. Navy sailors Jesse Taylor and Alex
Litovtchenko, enlisting in the navy helped to speed
their path to citizenship. They took their Oath of
Allegiance aboard a U.S. aircraft carrier, in a
special citizenship ceremony. Reading the part of
the Oath of Allegiance that says “I will bear arms
on behalf of the United States…” must have stirred
a deep sense of pride in them. They had
been defending America, and now it
was officially their true homeland.

Naturalization Oath
of Allegiance to
the United States
of America
“I hereby declare, on oath, that I absolutely and entirely
renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any
foreign prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty, of whom
or which I have heretofore been a subject or citizen; that
I will support and defend the Constitution and laws of
the United States of America against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and
allegiance to the same; that I will bear arms on behalf
of the United States when required by the law; that I will
perform noncombatant service in the Armed Forces of
the United States when required by the law; that I will
perform work of national importance under civilian
direction when required by the law; and that I take this
obligation freely, without any mental reservation or
purpose of evasion; so help me God.”
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THE OLDEST NEW CITIZEN
As 105-year-old Sona Babai of Iran proudly
raised her right hand and was sworn in with
7,000 other new citizens, she became one of the
oldest naturalized Americans in U.S. history.
“America is a big umbrella that lets a lot of
people underneath to be safe,” Babai said, as
her son stood close by, steadying her frail body.
“Because of the good hearts of American
people, I want to be part of them.”
Asked what she would do now that
she was a new citizen, she answered,
“I’m an American.
I’m going to vote.”
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The Constitution of the United
States of America establishes
and protects the citizens’
fundamental rights and liberties.
Few rights, if any, are considered
absolute.

Word to Know
! amendment
(Uh-mend-mint)
A formal or official change
made to a document

“Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”
-The Bill of Rights
FREEDOM OF
RELIGION

14

Five
Important
Freedoms

The Bill of Rights are the first ten amendments to
the U.S. Constitution. They are an extraordinary
promise to all Americans. They begin with the
First Amendment—a vow that we can speak,
pray, and gather together without fear.

SPEAK FREELY
• Individuals are free to express their

opinions and beliefs.

FREEDOM OF
SPEECH

There are still many places in the
world where you can be thrown in prison for speaking your mind
in public. America is NOT one of those places. Sometimes a
person will say something that you think is wrong—perhaps even
cruel—but that person is still allowed to express an opinion.

PRAY THE WAY YOU WANT
• Government may not establish an official religion, endorse an official

religion, or unduly interfere with the free exercise of religion.
In the 1600s and 1700s, in many places in America,
church attend nce was mandatory. You could be
jailed for not attending Sunday services. How did
“church” and “state” finally separate? Throughout
recorded history there have been horrible atrocities
in the name of religion. When America
became a nation, the founding leaders believed it
would be better to allow
people to follow their
hearts when it came to
matters of faith. Our
nation’s motto is
“In God We Trust,”
but the framers of the
Cons itution put their
trust in America’s
citizens to know
best how to
worship, or not,
if they so choose.

FREEDOM OF
THE PRESS

FIT TO PRINT?
• The press has the right to gather and publish information,

including that which criticizes the government.
We depend on newspapers, magazines, TV, and the Internet
to provide us with up-to-the-minute news. The government
cannot control the news. It cannot force a newspaper to
publish information against its will, and it also cannot stop a
newspaper from publishing an article that might endanger
our national security. This is a very great bond of trust.

LET’S MARCH ON WASHINGTON!
• Individuals may gather peacefully.
One person sharing an opinion can be a powerful
force for change. Hundreds of thousands gathering
together for a common cause can send a huge
message. Think of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., sharing
his dream of a better America with a quarter of a
million people peacefully gathered around him, and
you get the picture!

FREEDOM OF
PETITION

FREEDOM OF
ASSEMBLY
HAVE A COMPLAINT?

• Individuals have the right to make their views known

to public officials.
If a person has been elected to office but does a bad
job, is there anything that can be done? What if a
proposal has been made to close your school and bus
you to another miles away? Sign a petition! The
freedom to petition is a powerful force. Without
benefit of an election, you can make your voice heard.

Due
Process

TWO AMENDMENTS TO
PROTECT US
• The framers of the

Constitution added even more
ways to protect our rights.

Although we have First Amendment rights, there are things we
cannot do. A person cannot get on a jetliner and start talking about
bombing the plane. A news source cannot print lies that hurt or ruin a
private citizen. We must be civilized to be good Americans.
Due process is the official and correct way of doing things in a legal case.
Due process means we are entitled to a fair and speedy trial, and that we
must know the charges against us. Two amendments focus on due
process. The Fifth Amendment protects citizens from unjust arrest. It
says that the accused must know why he or she is being arrested.
Americans are entitled to a fair trial, and a citizen’s legal rights must be
respected by both the state and the nation. The Fourteenth Amendment
says that no state may deprive persons born or naturalized in the United
States of equal protection under the laws. This amendment was added at
a time when our nation treated African Americans unfairly. Protecting our
fundamental rights and liberties is the root of our American way of life.
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For government to be effective, citizens must fulfill their civic duties.

The Price of Being
an American

You have the right to free speech. You do
not have the right to speed down a road
at 90 miles an hour and put others in
danger. As American citizens, we have
important duties and obligations.

THE LAWS OF THE LAND
The Constitution promises to promote
the general welfare of the American
people. But how do you balance the
“wants” of individuals with the “needs” of
everyone around them? What if this girl
wants to drive her car too fast? States,
including Virginia, use their power to
enact laws to keep us safe. Obviously
crime is against the law, but observing
speed limits, wearing seatbelts and bike
helmets, and not tossing trash on the
street also help all of us to live safely.

Four Duties
DEATH AND TAXES
Benjamin Franklin said it best, “In this world
nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes.” Grown-ups will grumble and complain,
but without tax money our nation would have no
armed forces to protect us. There would be no
well-paved highways, no national parks, no
homeland security forces at work keeping us safe.
States and cities also levy taxes. They, too, have
things to pay for—schools, commuter rail and
bus lines, parks, and roads. Taxes will always be a
sore spot, but a necessary one. Best to have a
sense of humor about it. As the humorist Will
Rogers said, “The only difference between death
and taxes is that death doesn’t get worse every
time Congress meets.”

1.
2.
3.
4.

OF A U.S. CITIZEN

Obeying the law
Paying taxes
Serving on a jury/as a witness
Serving in the armed forces if called

Citizens who do not fulfill these important duties
face legal consequences.

Room for Debate
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Several Virginia cities and
counties require that youngsters
under the age of 14 wear bike
helmets. Do you think this is a fair law
or does it violate your rights? Explain.

Cheaters never win. What point of view does
this cartoon represent?

The American court system protects us all.
Not only does it punish criminals, it also protects
the welfare of people who cannot take care of
themselves, and prevents abuses. There are two
ways you might one day help during a trial.

“I CALL THE NEXT WITNESS”
If you see a crime being committed or an
accident taking place, you might be called to
testify in court. That means that you will tell
the judge or jury what you saw. But first, you
will raise your right hand and swear to tell
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth. Lying in court is a very serious
crime that can lead to jail time.

Order in
the Court
YOU AND THE LAW

JURY DUTY
When you are an adult, you will probably
be called to serve on a jury. You will join a
group of other people and sit through a trial
listening to witnesses and experts. It will then
be up to you to decide if the accused is guilty
or not guilty and, sometimes, what the
penalty should be for his or her crime.

THE LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES

In cases involving very serious crimes, all the jurors
must agree on a verdict. In some states, when
lawsuits involve less serious charges, only a majority
vote is needed to decide guilt or innocence. In
Virginia, all jury verdicts must be unanimous.

The right to have a fair and
speedy trial is one of our most
important rights, and being a
juror or a witness is an
essential civic duty. Sometimes
jury duty can take weeks or
months, but fulfilling your
obligations to your country
keeps the system working and
protects our precious rights
and freedoms.
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For government to be effective,
citizens must fulfill their civic duties.

We owe a special debt
of gratitude to the
women and men who
serve, and have served,
in our armed forces.

THE NAVY
• They say: Life, Liberty,

and the Pursuit of All
Who Threaten It.

Serving Our Nation
We live in a time of relative peace, although the news might not
seem that way. During past global wars, military service was
required for all qualified men. Today we have an all-volunteer U.S.
Armed Forces, made up of the Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marine
Corps. The mission of our armed forces? Keeping us safe at home
while trying to make America’s foreign policy decisions a reality.
The National Guard and Coast Guard do the same thing, most
often here in the United States. Helping our country through military
service is a great way for young people to gain advanced technical
skills, help pay for a college education, travel the world, and share in
a proud tradition of service to the nation.
What if our nation were to find itself unable to get enough
volunteers to serve? If you are called for military service, you are
required by law to do it.
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The U.S. Navy is tasked with
the enormous job of keeping
the world’s oceans safe for
travel and trade. It does this
mostly at sea, but often in the
air and on land, too. Aircraft
carriers, submarines,
battleships—all keep us safe.

THE AIR FORCE
• They say: Aim High

Fly–Fight–Win.
Keeping the skies safe is the
job of the USAF—the nation’s
source of air and space power.
At the helm of fast-flying jets
and helicopters, or the control
panels of satellite systems,
these high flyers soar through
the clouds to protect us all.

THE ARMY
• They say: There’s Strong.

And Then There’s
Army Strong.
When it comes to major
operations on land, the U.S.
Army is in control. Our
army is tasked with this:
move into a place, secure it,
then create order, stability,
and safety before leaving.
Army forces also help to
protect U.S. properties
throughout the world.

ON THE HOME FRONT

THE NATIONAL GUARD
Hurricanes, floods, tornadoes—the National Guard’s main task is
to protect us here on American soil, although recently the men
and women of the Guard have also served overseas. Each state
has its own Guard, and it is the only branch of the military
whose existence is mandated by the Constitution.

THE COAST GUARD
Known for spectacular rescues in storm-tossed waters, the
Coast Guard’s main mission is to keep domestic waterways
safe. Besides rescue missions, the Coast Guard is tasked
with law enforcement and drug-smuggling prevention on
offshore U.S. waters. They also serve overseas in combat.

THE MARINES
• They say: The Few. The Proud. The Marines.
Semper Fi—“always faithful.” Marines have been
called the world’s fiercest warriors. They are our
rapid-reaction force, trained on both sea and land.
They are often the first “boots on the ground.”
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A basic responsibility of citizenship is to
contribute to the common good.

Make Your Voice Heard

People have risked their lives for the privilege of voting, and yet over
20 percent of Americans eligible to vote have never even registered.

AN AMERICAN CIVIC TRAGEDY
There are certain responsibilities that come with citizenship. Unlike
civic duties—those things we MUST do—civic responsibilities are
voluntary and fulfilled by choice. Voting is one of those important
choices—a very precious right. So why wouldn’t you want to get
involved? The first step is simple. If you are an American citizen, you can
register to vote the moment you turn 18. Do it!

GO BEYOND THE VOTING BOOTH

“Democracy must be
something more than two
wolves and a sheep
voting on what to have
for dinner.”

Percentage of Voters

“Do I look like a politician to you?” So asks Ritchie Torres, the youngest
member of the New York City Council. “I’m a 25-year-old college dropout
who grew up in public housing…I’m Afro-Latino. I hardly have the
characteristics people associate with a politician, but here I am.” Torres
is proof that you are not too young to get involved in government.
–James Bovard
Participate in political campaigns. You can hand out campaign literature
at the local mall or help place signs around town.
Age does not matter. Passion does.
* VOTING RATES BY AGE: 1964–2016
Do you remember your right of petition?
Communicate with government officials. Rally
your neighbors to influence government actions.
Stay informed about current issues, but always
respect others’ right to different opinions. Once
you are 18 you can also make big contributions
by serving in voluntary, appointed government
positions, such as the Peace Corps, which
sends people to parts of the world in dire need.
Serving as a volunteer is a privilege as well as a
responsibility.
Presidential Election Year
65 and
older

45–64
years

25–44
years

18–24
years

Analyze This!
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Young civil rights activists volunteered
to go to Selma, Alabama, in 1962.
Only 156 of its 15,000 eligible black
residents had been permitted to
register to vote. These young people
risked their lives to change that.

Which age group’s voting frequency increased over
the years? Which group’s voting declined the most?
Which group always seems to vote the least? How
might you get people who seldom or never vote to
go to the polls? Create a VOTE campaign!

Graph Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Select Years

Voting
in
America
THE WAYS IT CHANGED

COLONIAL AMERICA
In most places, only Christian, white, male landowners could
participate in politics.

1788 –1867
The Constitution left it up to the states to determine who could
vote. In the first half of the nineteenth century, state after state
began permitting men who did not own land to vote. Immigrant
men could vote if they became citizens, sometimes even before.

1868: THE 14TH AMENDMENT
The Civil Rights Act of 1866 said that all African Americans were
citizens, but that did not mean they could vote. While black men
had been able to vote in some Northern states for years, they could
not in the South. To rejoin the Union, Congress required that former
Confederate states had to ratify the 13th and 14th Amendments.

1870: THE 15TH AMENDMENT,
POLL TAXES, AND LITERACY TESTS
Now that no state could prevent men from voting because of race, great
numbers of black men began to vote, run for office, and win elections.
Women, both black and white, still could not vote. Before long, many states in the
South, including Virginia, contrived ways to reduce the black vote. They demanded the
payment of expensive poll taxes or gave tests with questions that were impossible to answer.

1879: AMERICAN INDIANS
American Indians were finally recognized as “persons” in the eyes of the
U.S. government, but it would be many more years until they could vote.

1920: THE 19TH AMENDMENT
All women, white and black, in every state, finally could vote. Still, in states
where black men faced voter sup ression, black women had similar obstacles.

1965: THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT
With states controlling voting policy, discrimination at the polls
continued. Events such as “Bloody Sunday” in Selma, Alabama,
persuaded President Lyndon Johnson to propose a Voting Rights
Act. It provided federal supervision of voter registration and
abolished unfair literacy tests. These efforts, plus voter registration
drives and rallies, tripled the number of black voters by 1968.

2013: THE SUPREME COURT CHANGES THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT
Some provisions of the Voting Rights Act were struck down when the court, in a close vote, let 15
states (mostly in the South) change their election laws without federal approval. Eight did. Still, the
U.S. Department of Justice can sue states to protect a citizen’s right to vote in federal elections.
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A democratic society requires the active
participation of its citizens.

The Good We Can Do

You live in a land of great opportunities and freedoms. You
have amazing rights and privileges. Now you can make life even
better by giving back to your community.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

This young animal lover
works at a local shelter
with dogs that have been
abandoned.

Look around you. Is there trash on the roadside?
Does an elderly neighbor’s house need a fresh
coat of paint? Are there kids across town who
have no books or toys? There are hundreds
of ways for citizens to show their concern for
the welfare of the community as a whole—from
the environment, to public health and safety, to
education. How can you decide what to do?
Begin by thinking about what you love.
Alex Ostberg began
volunteering with Post
53—a student-run
EMS organization in
Connecticut—when he
was a high school
freshman. About
70 students share
ambulance shifts and
respond to everything
from broken bones to
drug overdoses.

FIND YOUR PASSION AND PUT IT TO WORK
Are you a sports fan? One sports lover organized an equipment exchange. Outgrown
cleats and shin guards, old ice skates, baseball gloves—all found new homes. Are you
a whiz with computers? One student offered computer classes at a local senior center,
helping older folks who were not comfortable with electronics. Do you want to raise
money to help a worthy cause? Organize an auction or yard sale. Many smaller
communities have volunteer fire departments that welcome teens. All of these
volunteer opportunities build community pride and bring neighbors together!
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SUPPORT AN IMPORTANT
FORCE FOR DEMOCRACY
• Check out organizations like the

League of Women Voters.

It’s not just for women! The league
does not endorse candidates of either
political party, but it does explore
lots of important issues facing
our nation—from climate
change to gun control. It also
operates one of the largest
omen
e of W
LeaguVoters
and longest-running nonpartisan voter registration
efforts in the nation.
®

3 Ways to
Volunteer
RIGHT HERE IN VIRGINIA

ROLL UP YOUR SLEEVES
• Help make your community a

great place to work and live.

There are dozens of public service
organizations to choose from. You might
help build a new house for a needy
family with Habitat for Humanity.
Clumsy with a hammer? Try tutoring
youngsters or reading to a visually
impaired person at a local nursing
home. Ask around. Maybe your
public library or officials at a local
park can use your help!

CREATE A
HEALTHIER PLANET
• Think about the welfare and

public safety of your entire community.

Look into working with environmental
organizations, such as the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation, to protect the watershed.
Volunteer with the Nature Conservancy to
plant new trees. It’s all about helping to
make a healthier, better, safer life for your
community.
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Chapter 1 Review
Use pages 10–11 to answer questions 1–2 in complete sentences.
1. To become a citizen through naturalization, what six things must a person be
able to demonstrate?
2. Immigration and naturalization have led to an increasingly diverse society.
What examples of this do you see in your own school and greater local community?
Use pages 14–15 to answer questions 3–6.
3. Copy and complete the chart about the First Amendment freedoms by listing each freedom, writing
an example of each one, and drawing a symbol to help you remember each one.
First Amendment Freedom

Example

Illustration/Symbol

4. In what ways are our First Amendment freedoms limited? For each of the five freedoms, list an
example of something you CANNOT do.
5. The Fourteenth Amendment defines citizenship. Explain the amendment in your own words.
6. Explain how the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments outline due process.
Use pages 16–21 to answer questions 7–9.
7. What is the difference between a civic duty and a civic responsibility?
8. Explain why citizens must fulfill their duty of paying taxes for the government to be effective.
9. Sort the following actions into two categories (Duty or Responsibility) and record them:
Keep informed regarding current events • Communicate with government officials
Serve in the armed forces if called • Register and vote
Obey laws • Serve on a jury if summoned
Pay taxes • Participate in political campaigns
Serve as a witness in court if called
Serve in voluntary, appointed government positions
• Respect others’ rights to an equal voice in government • Hold elective office
Use pages 22–23 to answer question 10 in complete sentences.
10. In a democratic society, it is important to give back to your community. What are some
ways you can participate in community service?
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C HA PTE R 2

T H E

H A R D

J O B
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F R E E D O M

THE
WORDS WE
LIVE BY

The Washington Monument and Jefferson Memorial
flank the government office buildings of Washington,
D.C., where major decisions about how best to run
our country are made.
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“We the People of the United States,
in Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common defence,
promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish
this Constitution for the
United States of America.”
–The Preamble to the
Constitution of the United States
of America
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Fundamental political principles
define and shape American
constitutional government.
American constitutional
government is founded on
concepts articulated in earlier
documents.

In ancient Greece, Athenian
men gathered to vote by a
show of hands.

The Birth of Democracy

By looking to the past, America learned valuable lessons about how best to build a nation.

GREECE AND ROME: VOICES OF THE PEOPLE
All-powerful kings and queens. Domineering emperors. Rulers with absolute control. That was
the way most places were governed in the past. There were two notable exceptions. In ancient
Greece in the 5th century B.C.E., free men ruled. Voters would gather in one place, and by a show of
hands, make their wishes known. This is called a direct democracy. The system works only by
physically assembling a large group at the same time, then counting their votes with a show of
hands. But how can this respond to the needs of hundreds of thousands spread afar?
The leaders of the ancient Roman empire had an idea. They created a republic—a government in
which citizens elect representatives to speak on their behalf—rather than having every citizen trying
to govern. The Roman Republic created a senate, where senators, chosen by rich and powerful men,
governed. They also formed an assembly, mostly composed of citizen-soldiers who dealt with local
affairs, and chose two consuls, who ruled jointly as chief executives for a year.
A senate. An assembly.
In this modern film re-creation, the
A chief executive. A panel of
Roman Senate has gathered to
high-level judges. It all sounds
hear a senator speak. The Roman
very familiar, but it had flaws.
Senate had 300 members, each
There HAD to be a better way.
chosen by wealthy aristocrats, and
was prone to corruption.

Word to Know
! republic (ree-pub-lick)
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A government led by elected
representatives rather than by
a king or queen

MAGNA CARTA: ACTION IN THE
FACE OF TYRANNY
For 16 years the people of England put up with
King John’s rule—his abuse of power and threats
of bloody violence. Certainly a peasant
would never have dared protest
the king’s actions, but a group of
wealthy aristocrats finally had
enough of the king’s tyranny.
In 1215 they wrote a document and
called it Magna Carta, which in Latin
means “Great Charter.” It presented a
list of complaints and, for the first time,
set forth the principle that everyone,
including the king, was subject to the law.
It gave Englishmen basic rights and
freedoms. Two statements made it special.
The first said: No freeman can be
imprisoned, have land seized, be outlawed
or banished “except by the lawful judgment
of his peers or by the law of the land.”
The second said: “To no one will we sell, to no
one will we deny or delay, right or justice.”
Many centuries later, these promises—a trial by
jury, and the right to a speedy trial without
needing to bribe someone—served as
an inspiration for the Americans yearning to
throw off the inequities of yet another British
king, George III. It means that we, the citizens of
the U.S., give authority to the government in
exchange for the protection of our rights.

A MORE PERFECT UNION
America’s founders wanted a democracy.
Power had to stay with the people. They studied
the way the Roman Republic had been
structured and settled on a representative
system of government. People would elect
officeholders to make laws and run the nation for
them. In the days leading up to the American
Revolution, the colonists also looked to the
Magna Carta to justify their actions. All of these
ideas were woven into the laws of the first states
and, later, into the Constitution and Bill of Rights.

Sign it, or else! A humiliated
King John angrily signs the
Magna Carta.

More Big
Ideas
OUR FUNDAMENTAL
POLITICAL PRINCIPLES

CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED
What does that mean? Simple! We the people give
authority to the government in exchange for the
protection of our rights Since all of the government’s
power comes from us, we have the power to change
the government.

LIMITED GOVERNMENT
There are places in the world where the government
controls every aspect of life, from how their citizens
dress to the way they pray. Our country is not like
that. Our leaders make some laws to protect us, but
they are not all-powerful. They may only pass a law if
the Constitution gives them the authority to do so.

RULE OF LAW
We cannot break the law, but citizens have a duty
to protest unjust laws in a peaceful, nonviolent
manner. Our government and elected representatives
must also obey the laws of the land.
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American constitutional government is
founded on concepts articulated in
earlier documents.

Replicas of the first colonists’ ships sail
toward Jamestown.

King James I

These important documents, all linked to Virginia, helped set
the stage for a new birth of freedom.

“All and every Persons,
being our subjects…shall
have and enjoy all Liberties,
Franchises, and Immunities,
within any of our other
Dominions, to all Intents
and Purposes, as if they had
been abiding and born,
within this our Realm of
England, or any other of
our said Dominions.”
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Virginia’s Link to
Independence

Imagine you are on one of these three ships. You have just
crossed a storm-tossed ocean and spent months at sea. You
do not know what perils await, and your heart is pounding.
You are about to be part of a bold experiment—to become a
colonist—thanks to the Virginia Company of London. But
what will your life be like when you wade onto the shores of
this strange new land?

THE CHARTERS OF THE
VIRGINIA COMPANY OF LONDON
• Guaranteed the rights of Englishmen to Virginia’s
first colonists.
How do you start a government where there is none?
The Virginia Company of London financed the first
permanent English settlement in the Americas, established
in 1607. They named it Jamestown in honor of the king.
These charters set an important precedent for later
colonies by guaranteeing that settlers would have the
same rights and liberties as Englishmen in England.

THE VIRGINIA DECLARATION
OF RIGHTS
• The model for the Bill of Rights—a key part of

the Constitution of the United States of America
This amazing document was drafted by
George Mason in May of 1776 in an effort to
protect colonial Virginians. It was the first to
press for the rights of the individual—even the
right to rebel against “inadequate” government.
Thomas Jefferson drew heavily from this
document when he wrote America’s
Declaration of Independence a few weeks later.

“All men are by nature equally free and independent, and
have certain inherent rights…namely, the Enjoyment of Life
and Liberty, with the Means of acquiring and possessing
Property, and obtaining Happiness and Safety.”

George
Mason

THE VIRGINIA STATUTE FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
• Stated freedom of religious beliefs and opinions
Thomas Jefferson was a brilliant thinker. He believed that a free person should have the
right to decide how to worship, so he set pen to paper and wrote a document that broke
Virginia’s ties with the established church, formerly the Church of England. In 1786 this
new statute became a law that guaranteed freedom of religion to people of all faiths.
Jefferson’s brave new idea set the stage for a new form of government—the separation of
church and state—one that had never existed before in recorded history.

Thomas Jefferson
considered his Statute
for Religious Freedom
to be one of his greatest
accomplishments.

“The rights [to religious freedom] are of the
natural rights of mankind, and … if any act
shall hereafter be passed to repeal [an act
granting those rights] or to narrow its operation,
such act will be an infringement of natural
right.”

American constitutional government is founded
on concepts articulated in earlier documents.

Alone, homesick for Virginia, with the weight
of a nation on his shoulders, Thomas
Jefferson labored over the words that broke
America’s ties with Great Britain.

The Pursuit of
Happiness
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed,
that whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the
Right of the People to alter or to abolish it,
and to institute new Government…”
“WHEN IN THE COURSE OF
HUMAN EVENTS…”
So begins the Declaration of Independence, one of the
world’s most powerful documents. The Revolutionary
War had been raging for over a year when Thomas
Jefferson sat down at a desk in a stuffy room in a
rented house in Philadelphia and dipped his pen in ink.

AS WAR RAGED…
There was no need for a declaration of war against
Great Britain in the summer of 1776. It was way too late
for that. What was needed was the very drastic step of
severing America’s strong ties with its motherland.
Jefferson, a gifted writer, had been asked to draft a
document that would declare the colonists’
independence from Great Britain. He poured his heart
out into his rough drafts, listing all the colonists’
grievances against the king, one by one. But this
declaration was going to be more than just a list of
complaints. It was a call for a new world order.
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ALL PEOPLE ARE CREATED EQUAL
Inspired by the many books he had read and the
ideas of fellow Virginian George Mason, especially the
Virginia Declaration of Rights, Jefferson spent twoand-a-half weeks writing. He crossed out words and
rewrote sentences, to establish the idea that we are
all “created equal.” Finally, he felt he was ready to
share his work. The feisty and outspoken John Adams
and the wise and witty Ben Franklin made a few small
suggestions to make it stronger. The Declaration was
done! On June 28, 1776 the three men presented the
draft to the Continental Congress.

LET FREEDOM RING
Congress made changes to Jefferson’s draft, cutting
about one-quarter of it. They deleted a paragraph that
condemned slavery. Congress also added, “That these
United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free
and Independent States.” On July 4th delegates from
twelve colonies voted for the Declaration, but it was
only the beginning. A long, hard struggle lay ahead.

Word to Know
! inalienable (in-ale-ee-in-uh-bull)
The modern word is inalienable,whereas the Founders
used unalienable. Both mean the same thing: a right
that cannot be taken away from a person.

Jefferson stated 28 grievances against the
king and then added:

“In every stage of these Oppressions
We have Petitioned for Redress in
the most humble terms: Our repeated
Petitions have been answered only by
repeated injury. A Prince whose
character is thus marked by every act
which may define a Tyrant, is unfit
to be the ruler of a free people.”
Risking possible treason charges, Jefferson
ended the declaration by writing:

“And for the support of this
Declaration, with a firm reliance on
the protection of divine Providence,
we mutually pledge to each other
our Lives, our Fortunes and our
sacred Honor.”
America’s ties with Great Britain were
now officially severed.
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American constitutional government is
founded on concepts articulated in
earlier documents.

Rules for a
New Country
The Articles of Confederation
established the first form of national
government for the brand-new United
States of America. Unfortunately, the
plan had some very big flaws.

A few days after the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, a committee appointed by the Continental
Congress presented a plan for how our new country would
work. For the next 14 months, as war raged on, the committee
members argued over the details of an effective plan of
government for the new nation. They called their plan the
Articles of Confederation.

A FEAR OF TOO MUCH POWER
The delegates were afraid to establish a central authority.
After all, they had just gotten rid of their king! They rejected the
idea of the states forming a republic. How would elected
representatives stay in touch with the people they
represented? Impossible! Instead, they gave power to the
states. Each state would remain independent. We were
basically thirteen “countries” that came together only if there
were major disputes.

WHAT COULD CONGRESS DO?
Not much! Congress could make
treaties and alliances with other
countries and open diplomatic
relations with Europe. It could deal
with territorial disputes and
handle the increasingly fragile
relationships with the Indian
nations. The central government
could not collect taxes and, as a
result, had no way to pay for
anything. Congress had no ability
to enforce laws and no power to
stop the states from
restricting trade.
History lovers gather to
re-create the Revolutionary
War’s great battles.

What were the immediate causes
and effects of the war?
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DOOMED TO FAIL
Even getting all the states to agree to the
plan was difficult. It took over three years to
come up with a document that everyone
would sign. In 1781 the Articles were finally
approved. Two years later, the Treaty of Paris
officially ended the American Revolution. The
former colonies had stood together, united in
war. Now could they stay united in peace?

5 Reasons
for Failure
A PLAN TOO WEAK TO WORK

1. A WEAK NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT
None of the states wanted to lose control of
their own interests. Very few laws applied to
all the states, and the national government
had no easy way to enforce those laws.

2. A WEAK CONGRESS
Congress could not collect taxes, so it had
no money to do anything. The states were
acting like individual nations, not a unified
national economy. The best Congress could do
was ask each state to chip in for its expenses.

British troops, carrying a white flag of
surrender, petition George Washington for a
cease-fire, ending the War of Independence.

3. NO NATIONAL CURRENCY
Since there was no U.S. dollar, different
kinds of money were used. British and
Spanish money were widely accepted, and the
individual states even had the ability to issue
their own currency. It was very confusing.

4. ONE STATE, ONE VOTE
Large states with many people, such as
Virginia and New York, and tiny states with
small populations, like Rhode Island, had the
same say in government.

5. NO EXECUTIVE
OR JUDICIAL BRANCHES
Who would make sure national laws were
being followed? There was no executive
branch and no high court to interpret and
apply the laws.

THE BREAKING POINT
Alexander Hamilton and James Madison,
along with representatives from five states, had
doubts about the new government and said so.
In late August of 1786, a revolt by farmers in
Massachusetts who had fallen into debt due to
rising taxes, made the shortcomings of the
Articles clear. In February 1787, Congress met
to revise the Articles of Confederation. That
meeting would lead to the creation of a
brilliant new document—the Constitution of
the United States.

News of Shays’
Rebellion, in 1786, frightened
many American citizens.
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The preamble of a
constitution sets
forth the goals and
purposes to be
served by the
government.

We the People: A Preamble
With these three small, yet powerful words, a new set of rules for the United States came
to exist. It promised us “consent of the governed.” That meant that the power of
government comes from us.

In the minds of many Americans, the Articles of Confederation
had proved inadequate. Something had to be done. James Madison,
a brilliant Virginian, had some very definite ideas about how an
ideal government might work. Madison was a slight man who, some
said, weighed about 100 pounds soaking wet, but when it came to
intelligence, he was a giant. Madison believed that a stronger
central government was the solution, so he
became a driving force behind the
Constitutional Convention of 1787.

BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING
Madison thought long and hard about what
this new constitution should say. What were
the most important things that needed to be
achieved? There were all sorts of difficult details to
work out. How would elections be held? How long would
representatives serve? What if the president died in office?
But before he got into the nuts and bolts of how it all would
work, he wrote a preamble and came up with five important
things he believed a government must offer its citizens.

More than 200 years after the
Constitution of the United States
was written, our federal government
is still in a state of change. Our
nation is still evolving!
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Word to Know
! preamble (pree-am-bull)
An introduction to a document
that explains why it is being
written and what its aims are

“We the People of the
United States, in Order to
form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the
common defence, promote the
general Welfare, and secure the
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the
United States of America.”

Preamble
Promises

1. TO ESTABLISH JUSTICE
The Bill of Rights protected citizens from the
federal government violating their rights. It did
not prevent states from violating a citizen’s
right. It would take the 14th Amendment and
the U.S. Supreme Court to extend Bill of
Rights protections to the states.

SIX JOBS OF THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT

3. TO PROVIDE FOR
THE COMMON DEFENSE

2. TO ENSURE DOMESTIC
TRANQUILITY

• We all deserve to live in peace.
Local and state police can, and do, protect
us, but Congress can halt criminal activity
across state lines. National law enforcement
agencies, such as the FBI, do this job.

• Who will defend our borders?
When the Revolution ended, the United States
had no armed forces to defend itself. The new
Constitution established a military, but always
under the control of elected leaders.

5. TO SECURE THE
BLESSINGS OF LIBERTY
• Liberty brings us the freedom to live as we choose.
The Bill of Rights, ten additions to the
Constitution, guarantee important freedoms,
as long as we obey the laws and respect others.
We have the right to vote and select people to
represent us. By using the power of the vote, we
can take power away from our leaders.

4. TO PROMOTE
THE GENERAL
WELFARE
• Tax money is put to many uses
From a strong military to building bridges,
tax dollars also go to provide a better quality
of life for all Americans. These days that
includes things like Social Security for older
folks and Medicaid for people who cannot
afford doctors. Tax dollars also support
research scientists and educational programs
to help lift people out of poverty.

6. TO FORM A MORE PERFECT UNION
• The hard work of governing can never stop.
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The Constitution

Think of this extraordinary document as the sturdy foundation of a huge building—
an “owner’s manual” for the running of a new nation.
Have you ever started a project that seemed so enormous that you thought it would
never get done? To the framers of the Constitution of the United States, the task that lay
ahead must have seemed almost impossible. The story of the creation of the Constitution
is a tale of perseverance, determination, and—especially—compromise. Their goal was
to establish a new structure of national government, to determine what powers it would
have, and how they would be carried out. But there had never been a country like ours
before, so the task was especially daunting.

MUST-HAVES!

Every one of the 4,400 words in
the Constitution was discussed,
debated, and repeatedly made
better.

The framers hoped to create a document
that honored individual worth and the dignity
of all people. They also wanted to protect the
fundamental freedoms of religion, speech,
press, assembly, and petition. They did not
instantly achieve those goals, and the horrors
of slavery continued for many years after.
But today the Constitution—together with its
amendments, and many U.S. Supreme Court
decisions—promotes equality under the law
for all, regardless of race, ethnicity, or gender.

A THREE-PART SYSTEM

“The happy Union of these States
is a wonder; their Constitution a
miracle; their example the hope of
Liberty throughout the world.”
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Having just broken ties with Britain and its
king, all the delegates were afraid of too much
power in the hands of one group, so Madison
and his fellow delegates proposed three
branches of government that would work
together. To avoid abuses of power, each
branch would have some control over the
power of the others.
The final document had a preamble that
explained what the job of government was
supposed to be. It then had seven
“articles” that defined how the government
would work. Next came the explanation of
how to make it happen.

The Legislative Branch
CONGRESS: THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Article I–This part of the Constitution talks about:
•
•
•
•
•

How Congress will make laws
The division into a Senate and House of Representatives
Rules for election of members
Some of the powers of Congress
The limits of its powers

The Executive Branch
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

Article II–This part of the Constitution talks about:
• The powers of the presidency and vice presidency
to carry out or execute the laws
• How to conduct national elections
• Other powers of the president
• What to do if the president misbehaves

The Judicial Branch
THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
AND THE LOWER FEDERAL COURTS

Article III–This part of the Constitution talks about:
• The duties and powers of the Supreme Court and
whatever lower federal courts Congress might
establish
• Punishing treason—and those who betray the country

STILL MORE TO DO
There were many other details to work out. Article IV talks about rules for
states to get along with other states, and offers a way for new states to join the
Union. Article V tackles the ways the Constitution can be changed if the need
arises. Together as a whole, the articles tried to anticipate everything anyone
could think of. But of course, times—and people—change. The Constitution
would have to change, too.
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American constitutional
government is founded on
concepts articulated in
earlier documents.

The Bill of Rights

Forty-two delegates helped shape the Constitution, but Edmund Randolph and George
Mason of Virginia and Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts refused to sign. Why?
Liberty brings us the freedom to live as we choose as long as we follow and obey
the laws of the land and respect the rights of others. But the Constitution did not
say that, so Randolph, Mason, and Gerry urged an addition—a Bill of Rights.
In response, James Madison took pen to paper and made ten additions to the
Constitution that guaranteed important personal freedoms and placed specific
limits on the power of the government.

1.
THE FIVE
FREEDOMS
• Freedom of religion,

speech, press, assembly,
and petition.
The essential ingredients
for a free society.

2.
THE RIGHT
TO BEAR ARMS
• “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the
security of a free State, the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”
A “well-regulated militia” was the only “army” in
the 1780s—the way a community protected itself
hundreds of years ago. Having proper weapons
for a militia to defend its citizens in case of an
attack made tremendous sense.
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Room for Debate
The framers wrote the Bill of
Rights at a time when there were
no semi-automatic rifles or armor-piercing bullets.
Do you think the Second Amendment should or
should not protect these modern weapons? Why?

3.
SOLDIERS IN
YOUR HOME

4.
SEARCH
AND SEIZURE
• Your property cannot be
searched without special
permission issued by a judge.

• Soldiers cannot take over your

home or move in with you.
During the Revolution, many
colonists had their homes
invaded by British soldiers
who moved in and then asked
what was for dinner.

6.
A SPEEDY
TRIAL

The police must usually obtain
a warrant—a special piece of
paper that gives them
permission to enter your
home. They also cannot
remove anything without
following strict laws.

7.
A TRIAL BY
JURY

• No wasting

• Criminal

away in jail for
years waiting for trial.

defendants will
be judged by a
jury of peers.

The government must provide
a lawyer if the accused cannot
afford one.
The accused
must also
know who
will testify in
court.

A person who has
been accused of a
crime is, in almost all
cases, entitled to a jury
trial.

9.
THE RIGHTS
OF THE PEOPLE
• Some decisions belong

to the individual.
Government is not allowed to interfere with a person’s
right to engage in certain deeply personal decisions.

5.
THE RIGHTS
OF THE ACCUSED
• Your property

and freedom
cannot be
taken away
without due
process. Proper legal
procedures must be followed.
You also cannot be forced to
be a witness against yourself.
Sometimes people “plead the
Fifth” by saying, “I will not
answer on the grounds that it
may incriminate me.”

8.
NO CRUEL
PUNISHMENTS
• Excessive bail or

unreasonable fines, as well as
physically abusive punishment,
are unconstitutional.
No stocks or pillories. No
punishing physical labor. This
is still a right that is being
challenged in states with a
death penalty.

10.
THE RIGHTS
OF THE STATE
• The states also have the power

to write laws for the state.
The Constitution is only
one part of government.
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The Constitutions of Virginia and the
United States can be amended through
processes outlined in the Constitutions.
The Virginia and United States
Constitutions have been amended and
revised several times.

Words to Know
! ratification
(Rat-uh-fick-kay-shun)
The formal consent or approval
of something

! convention
(Cun-ven-shun)
A gathering of people for
political purposes

A More Perfect Union
Things change. Life changes. The Constitution has had to change, too.

The U.S. Constitution is a fairly short document written more than
230 years ago, but our country is a collection of living, breathing,
human beings whose needs, desires, and lives keep changing.
James Madison and his co-writers could not have envisioned our
modern world, but they knew the Constitution had to change
sometimes if it was to survive the test of time.

THE AMENDMENT PROCESS:
MAKING THE CONSTITUTION FIT THE TIMES
Some amendment struggles, such as the ones that dealt with the
aftermath of slavery, have been bitter and hard-fought. Some, like
the battle for equal rights for women, did not succeed. Some
changes were fairly easy to make. But every change to the
Constitution has a story to go with it.
The amendment process is complicated. There have been only 27
changes in the more than two centuries of the document’s
existence. There are two ways to make a change. Congress may
send proposed amendments to the states, or states may vote to call
a constitutional convention. Ratification— the approval of threequarters of the states—is needed for amendments to become laws.

FROM PROPOSAL…
• If two-thirds of

both houses of
Congress want an
amendment…

OR

• If at least 34 states (two-thirds of all
states) request a national convention…
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…TO RATIFICATION
• An amendment becomes law if at least 38 states

(three-quarters of all states) vote to ratify it.

Any combination of
proposal and ratification
works!

OR

• An amendment becomes law if at least 38
states ratify it at state conventions.

SEVENTEEN AMENDMENTS THAT CHANGED THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
11th Protects states from being sued by
21st Repeals the 18th Amendment. The only
out-of-staters.

time an amendment has been revoked.

12th

22nd

Clarifies the election of the president.
Until this amendment, the person with the most votes
became president and the runner-up was vice
president, but in 1800 there was a tie.

13th
14th

Abolishes slavery.

23rd

The District of Columbia is now a part
of the Electoral College.

24th

Prohibits poll taxes. This stopped states
from discrimination in federal elections.

Defines who a citizen is and
guarantees all residents equal protection
under the law.

25th

If the president cannot serve…
After one president had a heart
attack in office and another had to
resign, this dealt with replacing a
vice president and dealing with
presidential disabilities.

15th Prohibits the denial of a man’s
right to vote based on race, color, or
previous condition of servitude.
16th

Limits the number of times a person can
be president. Added after FDR was elected to four
terms. He died soon after his fourth term began.

Authorizes an income tax.

26th

18th

Prohibits the sale of alcohol.

Lowers the voting age.
In respect for the service of so many young people in
the armed forces, the voting age was lowered from
21 to 18.

19th

Gives women the vote.

27th

17th

Provides for the direct election of U.S.
senators by popular vote.

20th

Changes the date the president starts
serving a term.
The fight for women’s right
to vote was an epic struggle.

Keeps congressional salaries from going
up until after the next election. It’s not fair to give
yourself a raise without letting the voters decide.

Changes
in Virginia
OUR STATE’S CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT PROCESS
• States also have constitutions. In
Virginia, this is how we amend ours:
First: An amendment is proposed by Virginia’s General
Assembly or by a constitutional convention. If approved by a
majority, it sits until the next session following a general
election to the House of Delegates. If, in that next session, the
proposed amendment is agreed to by a majority, it then goes
to the state’s voters.
Second: If a majority of Virginia’s voters ratify it, the
amendment becomes part of the state’s constitution.
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Silenced voices
struggled to be heard.
Native
Americans
were not
considered
citizens until
1924 and,
even then,
were unable
to vote in
many states.
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Women in many states had to
wait until 1920 to vote in
national elections.

“AM I NOT A MAN
AND A BROTHER?”
THE 13TH, 14TH, 15TH,
AND 24TH AMENDMENTS
After the Civil War, new amendments to the
Constitution brought slavery to an end, established
citizenship for African Americans, and told states they
could not use race to keep black men from voting.
The Thirteenth Amendment ended slavery. The
Fourteenth declared that anyone born in the United States
was a citizen, and it spoke of the rights that former slaves
must have. When the states found ways to subvert the
Fourteenth Amendment, Congress tried again.
The Fifteenth Amendment promised the right to vote to
all men, regardless of race. African Americans could now
vote in huge numbers. They ran for political office and
built schools and universities, but by the end of the 1870s,
some states passed laws denying black men the right to
vote. Not until 1965, and the passage of the Voting Rights
Act, did African Americans in southern states reacquire
the right to vote, as unfair poll taxes (large sums of money
that had to be paid in order to cast a ballot) were
abolished by the Twenty-fourth Amendment.

DID WE MAKE A MISTAKE?
THE 18TH AND 21ST
AMENDMENTS
The subject of alcohol consumption might not
seem all that important, compared to human
injustices, but in America in the late 1800s,
public drunkenness was being called “a
national curse” by many religious groups that
demanded a solution.
In 1919 Congress proposed the Eighteenth
Amendment, which prohibited the making,
transportation, and sale of intoxicating drinks.
Instead of solving the problem, crime increased
and the law was widely ignored. The Twenty-first
Amendment, proposed by Congress in 1933 and
quickly ratified, ended Prohibition and returned
the regulation of alcohol to the states—the only time
an amendment has ever been undone.

ARE MEN AND WOMEN EQUAL?
THE 19TH AMENDMENT AND A FAILURE FOR THE ERA
Earning the right to vote in 1920 was a huge achievement for America’s women.
Fifty years later there were still many inequalities, so the movement for an
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) began. The amendment passed in both
the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives, and in March 1972 it
was sent to the states for ratification. But soon scare tactics ran
rampant. Ads said that women would have to use men’s bathrooms and
that they would be sent to the front lines in combat. It
was alleged that the ERA would end a woman’s right to
be supported by her husband.
Some groups were very much against the ERA, arguing
that states would not be able to grant women any special
protection. ERA supporters argued that only a
constitutional amendment would ensure true and
Ratified
permanent equality for women all across America. While
Did not ratify
the debate raged on, the time limit for state ratification
passed, and the amendment simply ran out of time.
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Chapter 2 Review
Use pages 28–29 to answer questions 1–2.
1. Why is a representative government more practical than the government of ancient Greece?
2. Copy and complete the chart.
Fundamental Principle of Government

Main Idea

democracy
2. representative government
1.
3.
4.
5.
Use pages 30–31 to answer question 3 in complete sentences.
3. Virginia greatly influenced the founding documents of the United States. Explain the impact each
document outlined on pages 30–31 had on the U.S. Constitution.
Use pages 34–35 to answer questions 4–5 in complete sentences.
4. What circumstances led the delegates to create a government that had no central authority?
5. Explain the major problems under the Articles of Confederation.
Use pages 36–37 to answer question 6.
6. Copy and complete the chart stating the purposes of the United States government as
explained in the Preamble to the Constitution.
Purposes of the U.S. Government

establish justice

Main Idea

created a system of courts

Use pages 34–35 and 38–39 to complete question 7.
7. Copy and complete the Venn diagram comparing and
contrasting the Articles of Confederation and the
U.S. Constitution.

Articles

Use pages 42–43 to answer questions 8 and 9 in complete
sentences.
8. Explain, in your own words, one way the U.S. Constitution can be amended.
9. Explain the amendment process of the Constitution of Virginia.
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Why I Teach Black Literature
By Julia Lee

DOUGLAS GRAHAM VIA GETTY IMAGES
I’m used to getting strange looks when I walk into the classroom. I teach
African-American literature. And I am Korean-American.
I grew up in Los Angeles, the daughter of Korean immigrants who settled in
the city in the 1970s. For a while, my parents owned a liquor store in
Inglewood, then a fast-food restaurant south of the airport. When the Los
Angeles riots broke out in 1992, I was fifteen years old. School was cancelled,
and I remember driving home past looters and burning buildings. I knew
things were bad when my parents closed their restaurant early and came
home.
For the next few days, I watched television around the clock. I heard about the
black community’s anger at the Rodney King beating and the acquittal of four
white police officers. But I also heard of their anger over Soon-Ja Du, a
Korean shopkeeper who had fatally shot fifteen-year-old Latasha Harlins and
was sentenced to probation. Korean-owned businesses were being targeted,
and my parents feared their store would be next.
My parents were lucky. Their business survived. But the message was clear.
Blacks and Koreans didn’t get along.

It wasn’t until graduate school that I took my first class in African-American
literature. I almost didn’t sign up. What was I doing studying black people?
Shouldn’t I be taking Asian-American literature instead? How did this stuff
relate to me?
I took the class anyway, drawn in by the charismatic professor. I read
Frederick Douglass for the first time. And W. E. B. Du Bois. And Ralph Ellison.
I learned about the history of Atlantic slavery and the rise of Jim Crow. I
learned about Black Codes and racial disenfranchisement. I learned about
Red Summer and the history of race riots in this country.
But I learned more than historical facts. I started to learn more about myself
and my own history. From reading black literature, I could finally make some
sense of that weird two-ness I felt as a Korean-American. I could finally figure
out why I sometimes felt invisible, or why I bristled when people yelled
“konichiwa!” at me in the street, or why my parents said things like, “You have
to work twice as hard and be twice as good to get half as far.”
Don’t get me wrong. I know that the Asian-American experience is different
from the African-American experience. The stereotypes I confront are very
different from the stereotypes that confront the black community, and AsianAmerican history is distinct from African-American history. I would never gloss
over those differences.
But Douglass and Du Bois and Ellison spoke to me in the way that all great
literature speaks to its readers. It resonated across race and place and time. I
was transfixed by Douglass’s struggle to escape from slavery, by Du Bois’s
account of his racial awakening, by Ellison’s descriptions of the blues. I
marveled at the way black writers channeled their frustration and pain into art.
I wanted to study African-American literature, but I also wanted to teach it.
Some people were skeptical when I told them of my decision. “You have no
idea what it’s like to be black,” they said. “How can you teach black literature?”
It’s true that I will never fully know what it’s like to be a black American. But I’ll
also never fully know what it’s like to be a white Englishman, or a Jewish
Holocaust survivor, or a Russian exile. Does that mean I can’t teach
Shakespeare, or Wiesel, or Nabokov?
Others wanted to know, “Why don’t you teach Asian-American literature
instead?” I do sometimes teach Asian-American literature, but it’s not my
primary field of expertise. Just because I know what it’s like to be Asian

doesn’t automatically make me an expert in Amy Tan. On the other hand, I
have six years of graduate training in African-American literature and wrote a
book on slave narratives. Ask me a question about Douglass, and I’ll talk your
ear off.
Of course, most people are simply surprised when they find out what I teach.
You don’t often hear “African-American” and “Korean-American” in the same
sentence without thinking of racial conflict. But maybe that’s the whole point. I
want to open up a conversation, and not just with my students. When I first
told my parents I was studying African-American literature, they also wanted
to know why. Twenty years after the Los Angeles riots, I could finally begin to
answer their question.

Name:

Class:

The Danger of a Single Story
By Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
2009

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a Nigerian novelist, non4ction writer, and short story writer. In this transcript
from her TED talk, Adichie discusses her experiences with literature and the in5uence stories can have on
constructing one’s understanding of the world and people. As you read, take note of the times that Adichie
made someone the victim of a single story and why she fell into that trap.
[1]

I'm a storyteller. And I would like to tell you a few
personal stories about what I like to call “the
danger of the single story.” I grew up on a
university campus in eastern Nigeria. My mother
says that I started reading at the age of two,
although I think four is probably close to the
truth. So I was an early reader, and what I read
were British and American children's books.
I was also an early writer, and when I began to
write, at about the age of seven, stories in pencil
with crayon illustrations that my poor mother
"Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie at The Forum recording at the Galle
was obligated to read, I wrote exactly the kinds of
Literary Festival" by BBC World Service is licensed under CC BY-NC
2.0.
stories I was reading: All my characters were
white and blue-eyed, they played in the snow,
they ate apples, (Laughter) and they talked a lot about the weather, how lovely it was that the sun had
come out.
(Laughter)
Now, this despite the fact that I lived in Nigeria. I had never been outside Nigeria. We didn't have snow,
we ate mangoes, and we never talked about the weather, because there was no need to.

[5]

My characters also drank a lot of ginger beer, because the characters in the British books I read drank
ginger beer. Never mind that I had no idea what ginger beer was.
(Laughter)
And for many years afterwards, I would have a desperate desire to taste ginger beer. But that is
another story.
What this demonstrates, I think, is how impressionable and vulnerable we are in the face of a story,
particularly as children. Because all I had read were books in which characters were foreign, I had
become convinced that books by their very nature had to have foreigners in them and had to be about
things with which I could not personally identify. Now, things changed when I discovered African books.
There weren't many of them available, and they weren't quite as easy to Mnd as the foreign books.
1

But because of writers like Chinua Achebe and Camara Laye, I went through a mental shift in my
perception of literature. I realized that people like me, girls with skin the color of chocolate, whose
kinky hair could not form ponytails, could also exist in literature. I started to write about things I
recognized.
[10]

Now, I loved those American and British books I read. They stirred my imagination. They opened up
new worlds for me. But the unintended consequence was that I did not know that people like me could
exist in literature. So what the discovery of African writers did for me was this: It saved me from having
a single story of what books are.
I come from a conventional, middle-class Nigerian family. My father was a professor. My mother was
an administrator. And so we had, as was the norm, live-in domestic help, who would often come from
nearby rural villages. So, the year I turned eight, we got a new houseboy. His name was Fide. The only
thing my mother told us about him was that his family was very poor. My mother sent yams and rice,
and our old clothes, to his family. And when I didn't Mnish my dinner, my mother would say, “Finish
your food! Don't you know? People like Fide's family have nothing.” So I felt enormous pity for Fide's
family.
Then one Saturday, we went to his village to visit, and his mother showed us a beautifully patterned
1
basket made of dyed raOa that his brother had made. I was startled. It had not occurred to me that
anybody in his family could actually make something. All I had heard about them was how poor they
were, so that it had become impossible for me to see them as anything else but poor. Their poverty
was my single story of them.
Years later, I thought about this when I left Nigeria to go to university in the United States. I was 19. My
American roommate was shocked by me. She asked where I had learned to speak English so well, and
was confused when I said that Nigeria happened to have English as its oOcial language. She asked if
she could listen to what she called my “tribal music,” and was consequently very disappointed when I
produced my tape of Mariah Carey.
(Laughter)

[15]

She assumed that I did not know how to use a stove.
What struck me was this: She had felt sorry for me even before she saw me. Her default position
2
toward me, as an African, was a kind of patronizing, well-meaning pity. My roommate had a single
story of Africa: a single story of catastrophe. In this single story, there was no possibility of Africans
being similar to her in any way, no possibility of feelings more complex than pity, no possibility of a
connection as human equals.
I must say that before I went to the U.S., I didn't consciously identify as African. But in the U.S.,
whenever Africa came up, people turned to me. Never mind that I knew nothing about places like
Namibia. But I did come to embrace this new identity, and in many ways I think of myself now as
African. Although I still get quite irritable when Africa is referred to as a country, the most recent
example being my otherwise wonderful Night from Lagos two days ago, in which there was an
announcement on the Virgin Night about the charity work in “India, Africa and other countries.”
1.
2.

a palm tree native to tropical Africa and Madagascar
Patronize (verb): to treat with an apparent kindness that betrays a feeling of superiority

2

(Laughter)
So, after I had spent some years in the U.S. as an African, I began to understand my roommate's
response to me. If I had not grown up in Nigeria, and if all I knew about Africa were from popular
images, I too would think that Africa was a place of beautiful landscapes, beautiful animals, and
3
incomprehensible people, Mghting senseless wars, dying of poverty and AIDS, unable to speak for
themselves and waiting to be saved by a kind, white foreigner. I would see Africans in the same way
that I, as a child, had seen Fide's family.
[20]

This single story of Africa ultimately comes, I think, from Western literature. Now, here is a quote from
4
the writing of a London merchant called John Lok, who sailed to West Africa in 1561 and kept a
fascinating account of his voyage. After referring to the black Africans as “beasts who have no houses,”
he writes, “They are also people without heads, having their mouth and eyes in their breasts.”
Now, I've laughed every time I've read this. And one must admire the imagination of John Lok. But what
is important about his writing is that it represents the beginning of a tradition of telling African stories
in the West: A tradition of Sub-Saharan Africa as a place of negatives, of diPerence, of darkness, of
people who, in the words of the wonderful poet Rudyard Kipling, are “half devil, half child.”
And so, I began to realize that my American roommate must have throughout her life seen and heard
diPerent versions of this single story, as had a professor, who once told me that my novel was not
“authentically African.” Now, I was quite willing to contend that there were a number of things wrong
with the novel, that it had failed in a number of places, but I had not quite imagined that it had failed at
achieving something called African authenticity. In fact, I did not know what African authenticity was.
The professor told me that my characters were too much like him, an educated and middle-class man.
My characters drove cars. They were not starving. Therefore they were not authentically African.
But I must quickly add that I too am just as guilty in the question of the single story. A few years ago, I
visited Mexico from the U.S. The political climate in the U.S. at the time was tense, and there were
debates going on about immigration. And, as often happens in America, immigration became
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synonymous with Mexicans. There were endless stories of Mexicans as people who were Neecing the
healthcare system, sneaking across the border, being arrested at the border, that sort of thing.
I remember walking around on my Mrst day in Guadalajara, watching the people going to work, rolling
up tortillas in the marketplace, smoking, laughing. I remember Mrst feeling slight surprise. And then, I
was overwhelmed with shame. I realized that I had been so immersed in the media coverage of
6
Mexicans that they had become one thing in my mind, the abject immigrant. I had bought into the
single story of Mexicans and I could not have been more ashamed of myself.

[25]

So that is how to create a single story, show a people as one thing, as only one thing, over and over
again, and that is what they become.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Incomprehensible (adjective): not able to be understood; not intelligible
a person who buys and sells commodities for proMt
Fleece (verb): to strip of money or property by fraud or extortion
Abject (adjective): sunk to or existing in a low state or condition
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It is impossible to talk about the single story without talking about power. There is a word, an Igbo
word, that I think about whenever I think about the power structures of the world, and it is “nkali.” It's a
noun that loosely translates to “to be greater than another.” Like our economic and political worlds,
stories too are deMned by the principle of nkali: How they are told, who tells them, when they're told,
how many stories are told, are really dependent on power.
Power is the ability not just to tell the story of another person, but to make it the deMnitive story of that
7
person. The Palestinian poet Mourid Barghouti writes that if you want to dispossess a people, the
simplest way to do it is to tell their story and to start with, “secondly.” Start the story with the arrows of
the Native Americans, and not with the arrival of the British, and you have an entirely diPerent story.
Start the story with the failure of the African state, and not with the colonial creation of the African
state, and you have an entirely diPerent story.
I recently spoke at a university where a student told me that it was such a shame that Nigerian men
were physical abusers like the father character in my novel. I told him that I had just read a novel called
American Psycho — (Laughter)— and that it was such a shame that young Americans were serial
murderers.
(Laughter)
[30]

(Applause)
Now, obviously I said this in a Mt of mild irritation.
(Laughter)
But it would never have occurred to me to think that just because I had read a novel in which a
character was a serial killer that he was somehow representative of all Americans. This is not because I
am a better person than that student, but because of America's cultural and economic power, I had
many stories of America. I had read Tyler and Updike and Steinbeck and Gaitskill. I did not have a
single story of America.
When I learned, some years ago, that writers were expected to have had really unhappy childhoods to
be successful, I began to think about how I could invent horrible things my parents had done to me.

[35]

(Laughter)
But the truth is that I had a very happy childhood, full of laughter and love, in a very close-knit family.
But I also had grandfathers who died in refugee camps. My cousin Polle died because he could not get
adequate healthcare. One of my closest friends, Okoloma, died in a plane crash because our Mre trucks
did not have water. I grew up under repressive military governments that devalued education, so that
sometimes, my parents were not paid their salaries. And so, as a child, I saw jam disappear from the
breakfast table, then margarine disappeared, then bread became too expensive, then milk became
rationed. And most of all, a kind of normalized political fear invaded our lives.

7.

Dispossess (verb): to deprive someone of land, property, or other possessions

4

All of these stories make me who I am. But to insist on only these negative stories is to Natten my
experience and to overlook the many other stories that formed me. The single story creates
8
stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are
incomplete. They make one story become the only story.
Of course, Africa is a continent full of catastrophes: There are immense ones, such as the horriMc rapes
in Congo and depressing ones, such as the fact that 5,000 people apply for one job vacancy in Nigeria.
But there are other stories that are not about catastrophe, and it is very important, it is just as
important, to talk about them.
[40]

I've always felt that it is impossible to engage properly with a place or a person without engaging with
all of the stories of that place and that person. The consequence of the single story is this: It robs
people of dignity. It makes our recognition of our equal humanity diOcult. It emphasizes how we are
diPerent rather than how we are similar.
So what if before my Mexican trip, I had followed the immigration debate from both sides, the U.S. and
the Mexican? What if my mother had told us that Fide's family was poor and hardworking? What if we
had an African television network that broadcast diverse African stories all over the world? What the
Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe calls “a balance of stories.”
What if my roommate knew about my Nigerian publisher, Muhtar Bakare, a remarkable man who left
his job in a bank to follow his dream and start a publishing house? Now, the conventional wisdom was
that Nigerians don't read literature. He disagreed. He felt that people who could read, would read, if
you made literature aPordable and available to them.
Shortly after he published my Mrst novel, I went to a TV station in Lagos to do an interview, and a
woman who worked there as a messenger came up to me and said, “I really liked your novel. I didn't
like the ending. Now, you must write a sequel, and this is what will happen... ”
(Laughter)

[45]

And she went on to tell me what to write in the sequel. I was not only charmed, I was very moved. Here
was a woman, part of the ordinary masses of Nigerians, who were not supposed to be readers. She
had not only read the book, but she had taken ownership of it and felt justiMed in telling me what to
write in the sequel.
Now, what if my roommate knew about my friend Funmi Iyanda, a fearless woman who hosts a TV
show in Lagos, and is determined to tell the stories that we prefer to forget? What if my roommate
knew about the heart procedure that was performed in the Lagos hospital last week? What if my
roommate knew about contemporary Nigerian music, talented people singing in English and Pidgin,
and Igbo and Yoruba and Ijo, mixing inNuences from Jay-Z to Fela to Bob Marley to their grandfathers?

8.

Stereotype (noun): a widely held but Mxed and oversimpliMed image or idea of a particular type of person or thing
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What if my roommate knew about the female lawyer who recently went to court in Nigeria to challenge
a ridiculous law that required women to get their husband's consent before renewing their passports?
9
10
What if my roommate knew about Nollywood, full of innovative people making Mlms despite great
technical odds, Mlms so popular that they really are the best example of Nigerians consuming what
they produce? What if my roommate knew about my wonderfully ambitious hair braider, who has just
started her own business selling hair extensions? Or about the millions of other Nigerians who start
businesses and sometimes fail, but continue to nurse ambition?
Every time I am home I am confronted with the usual sources of irritation for most Nigerians: our failed
infrastructure, our failed government, but also by the incredible resilience of people who thrive despite
the government, rather than because of it. I teach writing workshops in Lagos every summer, and it is
amazing to me how many people apply, how many people are eager to write, to tell stories.
My Nigerian publisher and I have just started a non-proMt called FaraMna Trust, and we have big
11
dreams of building libraries and refurbishing libraries that already exist and providing books for state
schools that don't have anything in their libraries, and also of organizing lots and lots of workshops, in
reading and writing, for all the people who are eager to tell our many stories.
[50]
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Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories
can also be used to empower and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a people, but stories
can also repair that broken dignity.
The American writer Alice Walker wrote this about her southern relatives who had moved to the North.
She introduced them to a book about the southern life that they had left behind. “They sat around,
reading the book themselves, listening to me read the book, and a kind of paradise was regained.”
I would like to end with this thought: That when we reject the single story, when we realize that there is
never a single story about any place, we regain a kind of paradise.
Thank you.
(Applause)
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9.
10.
11.
12.

a term used to refer to the Nigerian Mlm industry
Innovative (adjective): tending to introduce new ideas; original and creative in thinking
to renovate and redecorate something
Malign (verb): to speak about someone in a spitefully critical manner
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.
1.

PART A: Which of the following identiMes the central idea of the text?
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

B.
C.
D.

3.

By only exposing ourselves to a single story, we run the risk of constructing
overly-simplistic understandings of other people and places.
By only reading a single story, we cheat ourselves of experiencing diPerent
cultures from diPerent perspectives.
Literature is reNective of the stories that are most popular and that people are
most likely to identify with.
Literature primarily shapes the understanding of children, while adults are less
likely to construct their views of the world based on a single story.

PART B: Which section from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A.

B.
C.
D.

[RI.1]

“What this demonstrates, I think, is how impressionable and vulnerable we are
in the face of a story, particularly as children.” (Paragraph 8)
“Like our economic and political worlds, stories too are deMned by the principle
of nkali: How they are told, who tells them, when they're told, how many stories
are told, are really dependent on power.” (Paragraph 26)
“The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not
that they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one story become
the only story.” (Paragraph 38)
“What if my roommate knew about the female lawyer who recently went to
court in Nigeria to challenge a ridiculous law that required women to get their
husband's consent before renewing their passports?” (Paragraph 47)

PART A: What is the author’s purpose in the text?
A.

[RI.2]

[RI.6]

Adichie wants to warn people that if they primarily consume stories of Western
culture, they have likely been inNuenced by a single story.
Adichie wants to show how important it is to acknowledge more than a single
story in order to fully understand what you are unfamiliar with.
Adichie wants to prove how limited the United States’ understanding of other
cultures is, as most of her experiences with single stories have been in the U.S.
Adichie wants to show people how she has managed to avoid being inNuenced
by a single story, so that they can do the same.
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4.

PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A.
B.

C.
D.

5.

B.
C.
D.

6.

“My American roommate was shocked by me. She asked where I had learned to
speak English so well, and was confused when I said that Nigeria happened to
have English as its oOcial language.” (Paragraph 13)
“Now, I've laughed every time I've read this. And one must admire the
imagination of John Lok. But what is important about his writing is that it
represents the beginning of a tradition of telling African stories in the West: A
tradition of Sub-Saharan Africa as a place of negatives” (Paragraph 21)
“But it would never have occurred to me to think that just because I had read a
novel in which a character was a serial killer that he was somehow
representative of all Americans.” (Paragraph 33)
“Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories can also be
used to empower and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a people,
but stories can also repair that broken dignity.” (Paragraph 50)

PART A: How do stories of the West compare to stories of Africa?
A.

B.
C.

D.

[RI.3]

Stories of Western culture discuss a greater variety of experiences, while African
stories are more limited.
Stories of Western culture are more readily available across the world, while
there are fewer African writers and their stories are less accessible in other
countries.
Stories of Western culture are more popular because more people can identify
with them, while African stories provide limited identiMable experiences.
Stories of Western culture are more popular because most people are unaware
of the current work of African writers.

PART B: Which quote from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A.

[RI.1]

[RI.1]

“All my characters were white and blue-eyed, they played in the snow, they ate
apples, (Laughter) and they talked a lot about the weather, how lovely it was that
the sun had come out.” (Paragraph 2)
“Now, things changed when I discovered African books. There weren't many of
them available, and they weren't quite as easy to Mnd as the foreign books.”
(Paragraph 8)
“[I]f all I knew about Africa were from popular images, I too would think that
Africa was a place of beautiful landscapes, beautiful animals, and
incomprehensible people, Mghting senseless wars, dying of poverty and AIDS”
(Paragraph 19)
“I grew up under repressive military governments that devalued education, so
that sometimes, my parents were not paid their salaries. And so, as a child, I saw
jam disappear from the breakfast table, then margarine disappeared”
(Paragraph 37)
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7.

How did Adichie allow a single story to construct her understanding of other people?

[RI.3]
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.
1.

When was a time that you falsely judged someone, or a group, through the lens of a single
story? How were you wrong in your judgements and what made you realize this?

2.

Have you ever been the victim of a stereotype? Describe the situation and how it made you
feel. What was the stereotype or single story that was used to describe you? Why was it
made and why was it surprising to you?

3.

How have the stories you’ve read shaped your understanding of the world and other
people?

4.

In the context of the text, what makes you who you are? Is it primarily the positive or
negative life experiences that make you who you are? What are Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie’s views on the construction of one’s identity?

5.

In the context of the text, how does prejudice emerge? How do single stories contribute to
the construction of prejudice? How can this be combatted? Cite evidence from this text,
your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.
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